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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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SEE STORY ON PAGE 18
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH KICKED OFF
The City of Tampa Black History Committee kicked off the month of celebrations with a program on Friday, February 6, 2009. The event
was in City Council Chambers and featured the Honorable Doretha Edgecomb, School Board Member, as the featured speaker. The theme
was "It Takes A Village To Teach Our Youth." Among those in attendance were: left to right, Rev. Thomas Scott, Chairman, Tampa City
Council; Bonnie Wise, City of Tampa Director of Revenue and Finances; School Board Member Doretha Edgecomb; Bettye Greene Johnson,.
President. City of Tampa Black History Committee; Shirley Foxx-Knowles, City Clerk; and Harold B. Scott, Jr., recently retired, committee
·
-member. Phot raph b Brunson
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BY LEON B. CREWS .
Sentinel Staff Writer

>=~

Abo~t 9 months ago, ·Dr.
: M a xin e
Woodsi.d.e,
~ Health, Ed u cati o n, and
t- Social SerVices Chairperson
·for '3 ·he East Tampa
C6minun ity Revitalization
Partnership, began -a Needs
A~~;s~in ent in the 3a~o3,
3608/ 36os and 33610 zip
·oodi.areas:-:_.
: :

en

.---~.fsting .Dr~ W~-(l$i.de

was D r . Richard Bri~coe

DR. MAXINE WOODSIDE
.. •
,.

..

"By June, ~e exp~ct to
Dr. Briscoe said a lot of
have a solid plan to present
time is spent talking about
what the needs are, but
to the community.
· "We'll also look to shore up : what's needed now is ·to
develop in writing what
pieces of the phm as to how ·
:we go about meeting the · those needs are.
:"we must h;lVe a plan to
· needs of the community.-·
m·
a ke .sure al the bas.es are
_·. We're.working on a resource
·
covered.
A ph\n is something
boo~ to pass out to.-rE~sf- .
that
can
be .revised through
dents. · Dr. · Briscoe did an
the
_
proces.s,
'but you must .
assessment of what services
.
have
.one
before
you start
:.
churches offer and ~e want
directing people to specific
~ . oR.· Ric~ BRISCOE - _;·{;2to make that available to the'
agencies.,
'
.
· . · ,._
.;
. ·.. . . ·:·~- community.-" ·
·
'" .:
.
.
.
t:.
:
. '
c

.P.~ ~o~~~sai9pver:
strategi~ plan' and start'>
---~----------_-""""":-.------.the Flori-clal_Me_J;ltfll
all, the Needs Assessment'
with some·,Of, the :. :; . .
Health ll.lstitute and. volun;,
revealed that people aren't
ser.v ice providers' abou't
·." . : '
"
.
.
~:.
teers from Ea8t Tampa and
.the ·university ·of South
getting information on the .. resources in the community.
A~o.ut
availability of services and a
·· -.!'We must. align our budget
FI9rida. . ... :: .:. . ·..
better job has to be done in :
with the' needs ofth~ comDr. Woodside said the
informi~g people what ser- , _mu'itity. Three is no money
~ajority , of the residents
talked about health. care service are available to them:
in t~?-e ETCRP bU,dget for
vices.
.. "The age group_impacted · social se~vices. T~:~refore,
··· .'!Each resident'was·pven ·
the most by ·the lack of
th~re is a need to form .part·information on tlre organizaknowledge were in the 20 to · ·nerships ·to get those funds
~ tions that provide se'rvices in . so year o~d bracke~. They
from other sources such as
c their
commun.ity. _. Many_
· knew
nothmg
about
employ·
T
h e Ch"ld
; .B. oar
' · d an· d
•
•
•
<
•
•
•
•• •
1 ren s
·ment serVIces and trammg . . FMHI, ."... . . · .
.
I.&. didn'~ know' i)fa'c·e& .like ·
programs they could get ·
·
- ·• ·
.
.
.·c DACCO and· their area
z
provid&~fservices · . ' through ·th·e CDC and other: . · Dr. Woodstde satd other
· < cbUlthes
. places: They knew about the : : . alternative fu.nding .sources
and that they were available.
~ ."That really .struck me · WorkFo rce Alliance;' but · are also being sought'so they
Q
will hive solutions''fo'r the '
en hard, because I feel residents . · nothingelse~" . : ... ·
w
URBAN D.
MOTOWN·MAURICE ·
Dr.
Woodside
said
now
people who raised their conshould
know
what
services
::;)
...Show producer
the churches are providing."
cems.
t:h ey will be working on a
On Wednesday, February
Fla.vor Fest. The event has
~
18th,
Wide
a-Woke .
w
attracted
thousands of pasWednesday will feature
>
w
tors,
youth
pastors, lay leadTo mmy Kyllonen, as its
Q
ers,
and
artists
to the musical
guest speaker. The event will
w
festival
and
conference.
·
:I:
take place at the Alumni
en
· Additionally, Urban D. has
Ceriter,
Traditions
Hall,
4202
:J
recorded and released six fullE. Fowler Avenue, on the
m
::;)
length
hip-hop albums with
campus of the University of
n.
the
past
4 having national disSouth Florida. It will begin at
z
tribution.
T30p. m:
i=
''I'll not only be talking
w
In 1996, Kyllonen, AKA
..J
about
promotion, publishing,
..J
Urban D. (Disciple), and
::;)
and music licensing, but I'll
his wife founded a youth minm
be touching on the purpose,
istry with four teenagers at
...:.
impact, and responsibility
Crossover
Community
zW · ..
artists have," Urban D.
Church. It was a first-of-its
i=
Other topics open for disz
kind Hip-Hop Youth Ministry.
cussion are: starting a musical
w
In just six years, the organiza~
C/)
career; publishing; being sue:.
tion had more than 200. mem<
cessful
without signing a conQ
bers.
tract; finding the right proIn January 2002, Urban D.
ducer; finding the right label;
0
..J
became the lead pastor at the
avoiding
scams and getting
I.&.
church and incorporated
ripped off; and using tlie digi<
music, dance, visual arts,
tal revolution to your' ·advall.! ·
tage.
· '·' · ...,... _
media, and relevant messages
i~!o the worship services and
Motown Maurice an:d' th~ 
campuses "without compro..: >
coin'b!ri'atlori sporisor tn'is"
mising the truth of God's
event. Known as Wide a\VOJ;d," he stated on his web
Woke Wednesdays, the event
page.
_ .. ....
is'
a'
'of events
He has also pioneered an
that allows and encourages
annual Hip Hop urban minthe audience to take part. The
istries conference called
events are held once a month.
. {ro~

meeti~g

a·u·es·I 'MUSI-CI-an T:a·lks . .
Start·1-10 Ca.reers·.

a:
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part of series

"The Voice of Our Community
·
Speaking for Itself"
' I f'
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Citv Settles wrongful Death
Shooting lawsuit
Nearly two years ago, the la.w
firm of Cohen, Jayson, and
Foster P.A., held a press conference. announcing plans to
• file a federal lawsuit against
the Tampa Police Department
and tWo police officers. The
lawsuit focused on the death of
·a Tampa· man who was shot
and killed by police on May 19,
2005. .
.'
Attorney Barry Cohen
filed the lawsuit on behalf of
Mrs. Tracy Yazid, widow_of. . ·.
.
.
.
·
· · · · ·· · · ti
M
Yazid
ott 6o r 16 ·"':• ~ .Rev. Dr. W.- Jame~ ~~vonte attended the press con erence
usa
b · f c· Ce
' · With Mrs. Tracy Yaz1d m 2007.
- ·
··
2008, mem ers o 1ty oun2oo5~-. for a traffic infraction;
cil approved a s~ttlement of
near the corn·er of Riverhills
$150,000. The federal court is
· expected to approve the settleDrive and N. 46th Street.
ment this week.
. Within 30 minutes of the iniAttorney Cohen said, "The
tial stop, Yazid died in the
streets. He had been hit by six
badge does not give an officer
the right to be belligerent and
of ·eight bullets fired into his
-:bilious. Most law enforcement
body. ·
officers are not like that. But
Officer David Joyner and
some, particularly in the
Officer Jason Brocato
African American community
stopped Yazid .forreport~dly
have t.h¢. feeling tqey are · get~
running a stop sign. The offiting away with this kind of
. cers reportedly stated that ai~
stuff. · ·
thou~h Yazid had · been
. ,:'But: no matter how inuch . taser~d;he allegedly revved up
training they are given, it is not
the engine of the vehicle and
attempted to run over one of ·
going to change their true feelthe officers. He is also alleged
ings. ... If they give respect,
to have given the_m a false
they will get respect."
Attorney Cohen said the
Dl!me.
family should receive the
At the time of the press release held in 2007, Mrs.
money from ·the lawsuit in the
near future.
Yazid said, "We really want
around."
The Shooting .
some answers. If he was told to
Through her attorney's office,
Shortly before 8:30 p'.m., - get out .of the car he would
Ms. Yazid declined to comTampa Police stopped Musa
have. He was a quiet person,
ment on the lawsuit.
, not disrespectful. He was on .
Akil Masomakali Yazid,
City Editor Iris B. Holton
his way to finally having some
(formerly Gregory Tyrone
can be contacted at (813)
Sanderson), on May 19,
peace. He had turned his life
248-1921 or by e-mail
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Masonic Organizations.
Preparing For Convention
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The Florida Central Session of
-<
International Free & Accepted
......
Modern Masons, · Inc. and
:.."""'
Order of Eastern · Star are
N
c
preparing to host . their-quarc(Q
terly meeting this weekend.
The meeting will be. -held in
Kissimmee at the Ramada I_nn
where the national convention
(Grand Lodge Convention) will
be held April16-19, 2009. . .
· Ms. ·Selphenia ·Hudson,
President of the Florida Central .·
Session of International Free &
Accepted Modern Masons, Inc.,
.•. President, Florida Central
and Order of the Eastern Star,
s 'e ssion : ..
Mary McLeod Bethune Grand
Chapter #2, says the quarterly
events. "We've been encoura'gmeeting this weekerid is to lay . ing·early registration because
out final plans for the Grand
the volume of past attendance,"
Lodge. All last minute· details
· she said.
will be finalized.
For additional information reMs. Hudson extends a pergarding the Grand Lodge or the
sonal invitation to all Masons
quarterly meeting, contact Ms.
and Eastern Stars in .this area
Hudson at (813) 244-5510
along with their families and
the Grand Matron, ;nr·Ist:•n•el "TI
friends to attend some of the
Hayes at (727) 867-12i8. .

5

Women 01 Zion lnternational ·c:··.:
Conference, Banquet And Pageant
The Women of Zion International, Inc. is preparing for its
10th Annual Mighty Women of
God Conference and 14th Annual Testimonial Banquet an.c;l
Pageant. The event will be held
April 23-25, 2009 at the Clar•
ion Hotel. This year's theme is ·
"Let My Spirit Lead You,"Isa-

iah 30:21. ,_ ..•. ·..
-·
There are vendor, exhibit and
sponsorship · · opportunities
available.-For ·more information; call (813) 237-1350
em.ail wozint@netzero.com.
Rev. , Pauline L Cole is
foun~,er_arid_president.
·,
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'Straight Talk' Radio Show Cancelled
For the second time in less
than 3 months, WTMP
1150AM radio station has cancelled the Saturday morning
"Straight Talk" radio show
hosted by Connie Burton.
In November 2008, Burton
was told by station manager
Jim Kozlowski that they
were going iii a different direction with their format and her
show was bt;:ing cancelled.
However, after meeting with
Burton later, a compromise
was agreed on and the show
was kept on the ~ir. ·
Burton ·said she received a
telephone call noon Friday
from Kozlowski saying her
show had been cancelled immediately.
"I asked him what happened between last Saturday
and today. He just said as we
had discussed before, they
were going into a more music
forinat. I asked how the decision was made and told him
I'd continue to do v.-hat I
needed to do. n
Burton said there are so
many issues in the community
that need to be •talked about,
"

but once again our voices are
being silenced.
"It's not fair that other races
can have their day, and
African Americans can't have
political discussions. I think
it's an insult that a decision
like this was made that Black
people need to listen to music,
instead of talking about what's
going on in their lives."·
Burton said listeners don't
have to agree with her, but she
should still have a right to be
heard.
"I listen to Rush Lim-

baugh's show on occasion,
but I don't agree with him. He
talks about vital issues on his
show that needs to be · addressed."
Burton said she thinks the
new management at the station is out of touch with the
community and doesn't care
what problems or concerns we
have.
"I think it was very unprofessional that I was told my
show had been cancelled over
the phone, instead of in person. I was not called into the
station to talk about their decision. I was never given an
opportunity to defend my
show".
"Straight Talk was on the air
because of my love for the
community. I'ri1 going to make
sure every group that represents the interestsof Black
people has me in the audience.
I won't be silenced."
· Kozlowski could not be
reached for comment.
Repo,rter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
lcrews.@ /lsentinel.com.
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ATale 01 Two High Schools
.

.

z

· ' ' T h e school's culture is a force that unifies the student body." That's how the article began. It went
on to say "the students at Riverview High School
know how to turn a blood drive into a party."
Then it added, "They also throw a mean
Halloween bash for 4,000 kids each fall and blow away the
competition with their theater productions." Indeed, "the
'View,"' as Riverview Principal Bob Hellmann calls his
beloved, "A"-grade Hillsborough County high school, "also
has an intangible characteristic. Students move among
groups on campus with ease, a meshing of mostly middle
class teens without the cliques that often divide high school
students." Now, listen to an article written about Middleton
High School, one of the so-called "View's" academic counterparts.
· A reporter writes, "At the start of the school year,
Middleton High School alumni were jolted by the news that
their school's performance was under· the watchful eye of
the state." Moreover, ''the State has graded Middleton with
a 'D' each year, for the past five years and now is demanding improvement." Concludes the article, "Failure tc;» boost
test scores could result in the school's closure."
So, let's compare the two schools. Opened in 1998,
Riverview High School is· older than state-of-the-art
Middleton High School, opened in 2002. But statistics tell
the tale. Out of a population of 2,154, 52.20% of Riverview's
students are white; 21.36% ·are Latino and 16.39% are
Black, with 33.94% economically disadvantaged and 12.40%
with learning disabilities. Compare that to Middleton,
whose population of 1,360 students is 12.43% white, 12.35%
Latino and 70.29% Black ·w ith 73.46% economically disadvantaged and 21.69% with _learning disabilities. You do the
math! Is this "separate, but unequal," all over again? You
.·. .
:::. tell us!
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Stimulus-.Package For
·Hope And Change
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n the past; President's

Lincoln, who was born on
February 12, 1809. His birthDay was generally just a
day was first celebrated in
day off for federal
employees. It's ironic though,
1865.
Although both ' days were
that although it's supposed to
~be the day that we honor past ·.
recognized as holidays, there
'presidents,
President
was no designated day of the
Bara.c k Obama spent the
week set aside to celebrate the
day tackling the problems of
holiday. In 1968, Congress
the country: ' .
passed legislation to regqlate
On President's Day, the
all fe.deral holidays, including
·. the birthday of President
banks are closed, the mail is
not delivered, and the chilGeorge Washington. The
dren are out of school. But,
legislation required that all
few know how the day came
federal holidays be celebrated
on a Monday. The legislation
about.
created a three-day weekend
It actually started with the
for all federal employees.
celebration of the country's
first president, George
Three years after the legislation was passed,; former .
Washington, who was ~orn
on February 22, 1732. The '
President Richard Nixon
first celebration came about .
decided to combine the recogon his 10oth birthday.
nition ·of. Presidents ·
Washington and Lincoln .
The next time the idea was
conceived to celebrate a pr~si
and make President's Day the
dent's birthday came about
third Monday in February,
year after the assassination of ' regardless of the date of the .
.month. · ·...;,
President ,. Abraham

a:

President Nixon's actions
also designated the day as the
celebration of all United
States presidents, both livinf
and dead, regardless of when
their actual birthdays came
.. about.
Only. four presidents,
Washington, Lincoln,
:Ronald Reagan and
William Henry Harrison,
were born in February.
The month of November is
the month .with the most
presidential births, which are
John Adams, Rutherford
B. Hayes, Chester A.
·-Arthur, Theodore Roo.· seve It, Dwight David
Eisenhower and Jimmy
.Carter. : _: .
.
And even'though the day is
.a paid holiday for federal
: employees,
President
· Obama spent his day dealing
. ;_with the Stimulus P~ckage.
.

';\

Atricans And Atrican ·americans: ·.
1he Tie That Binds' .
·'',
,,

~-

;

.

. enced regarding whites .dur· ,._. ~ile 'in college, !'met
~o~en can claim non-~lave
i=
·z
the first Africans
·ancestry. ·.
ing the early days of desegrew
gation.·
·
·
•
and
Caribbean
Whenever I hear or read
CJ)
Blacks I had ever seen; And I
Imagine how surprised I
· Harlem Renaissance poet
<
c
must admit I. was filled with
· was to discover that many
Countee
Cullen's
: ~
mixed emotions ... pride,
Africans in America durinf
"Heritage,"
(also
known as
0
envy, curiosity and a slight bit
the 196o's, ;had been treated
"What is Africa to Me?"), I am
LL
ow that Pre~~ Bai:.ck Obama is poised to sign a
of resentment . . ·
. poorly by both Blacks as well
deeply reminded that Africai's
Stim~lu~ ·· Package. de~igned to p~t 3·5 million
You see, that was around
as whites. Today, however, I .-;. everything to us~ as is also ·
. .. Americans· back to work; tp ·help cash-strapped
. America.
·
~ believe people of color of
states meet their budget defiCits while helping low and mid- · thetime I had read a newspaper article in the Baltimore
African descent still experi.. Furthe~more, Iadi re~ind
die income taxpayers to meet their health care and educaCourier about how Black men
ence a level of "distance" and
. .ed that even though we may
tion needs, Republican Congressmen have gotten a hump in
and
that must be over-· . : have been raised ina different
"distrust"
dressed
in
African
attire
their backs, lambastirig Obama'sinitiative with nasty media
~mpaigns.
· . . ..
', .. .
.
· -,
.
·
speaking an African language
come.
·:. culture, Africa is what binds
Never mind that a Repu_blican dominated Congress just
had been served food in a
Whether you are Haitian,
us all together.
ended eight years ofgt·anting enornious stimulus tax cuts to . white Southern restau,rant,
Jamaican, Cuban, Puerto
Many native-born · Black
wealthy Americ~ns. Pay no attention to the fact that a
, Rican, : Bra.ziliari, Virgin · ~ ::. Americans· still feel jealousy
while I was 'still marching in
.Republican led .~ngress simg its final swan song by hurpicket lines in Baltimore for
Islander or from some other ·. that Mricans and Caribbean
riedly pushing through a ." no questions asked" Stimulus
the right to eat in a white
nation or culture, if your skin
Blacks appear to have been
Package that benefited· oD)y the finance industry and its
restaurant in the shoppinf
is black, .'. in the words of
· accepted by America's white
multi-million dolla,r salaried executiyes. And for goodness
center near our college cam- .
Jamaican singer Peter Tosh,
· majority more readily than
'sak~, say nothing about how Republicans ·seemingly wantpus.
"yoti;re
an
African."
.And
native African Americans.
00. jhe world to fo:rget the continued severe budget cuts that
· Africans, Canadian and
unless you were born and
Secondly, some Blac.k
1eft states grasping to meet their citizen's health-care and
Caribbean Blacks had always
education demandS:
: >;,: :
. <'-~. . . · . :!
.
raised in Africa, w.e are all · . Americans 'believe that
": ' iJbwever, .the ones who were once in power are angry
held a mystique for me. Iri
practically of slave descent,
Africa tis and Carib bean
bec·ause the neW administration and Congressional
fact,- meeting and getting to
Only those Blacks who can
Blacks .take jobs that should
Democrats have refused to agree to more of the same tacknow them held some of the
trace their ancestry to free
tics that put· us into our current p~amas. Instead, the new
same feelings of "distance"
Blacks who arrived in
Cont~nued On Page 5
administration and friends intend to stimulate jobs and
and "distrust" that I experiAmerica
free men and
create hope for millions of Americans. ·Did we miss something?
.
~
·Failing to admit that the current Stimulus Package is a
Therefore, we remind our readers not to listen to the "hype." After all, tax breaks to the
W compromise initiative between Senate Republicans and
rich have already led to massive unemployment, mortgage foreclosures, state, county and
0 Democrats, Conservative Republican crickets are singing
city employee layoffs, and loss of services. Republican sour grapes will not sweeten our
~ the same old "chirp," "Tax-break! Tax-break!"O
economy, not this time!
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Schools Can't Raise Your Children

Valentine's Behind Bars
' ' T H IS IS GOING
all convicts presently incarcerated are or have been at
OUT TO MY
BOO! " "Wishing
one time, American citizens.
the King of my
In brutal terms, that equals
out to 2.2 million American
heart was here!" "YOU KNOW
our love will last!" "I NEED
men and women, currently
YOU HOME, BABY!" "l Wish
wasting away behind barriers
of brick, concrete, unbreakMy Toot-toot a Happy
Valentine's Day!" "DADDY
able glass and steel. And the
WE NEED YOU!" "With All
majority of those men and
My Love" was the name of
women are Black!
this year's Florida Sentinel
As a child,I hadn't thought
Bulletin Valentine's Day ediabout it much, but then as a
tion . And the dedications
man, when I heard Shirley
poured in!
Alston moan, "Life can never
They reminded me of a
be ...exactly like we want it to
be. I But I can be
song that was recorded, years
ago. "Each night before I go to
satisfied ...just knowing you
bed, myoaby/ Whisper a littld
love me ./ But there's one
prayerfor me, my baby. I And
thing I want you to do . .
tell all the stars above I 'This
.especially for me. I And it'r
is dedicated to the one I
something that everybody
love!"' Had you ever heard it?
needs," and then she sang the
Do you know what I mean?
beginning of that verse again,
The song was first recorded
"Each night before you go to
by the Five Royals in 195S.
bed, my baby./ Whisper a little prayer for me, my baby .. ,"
But in 1961, the Shirelles
broke the record ceiling when
at last, I began to get it!
lead singer Shirley .Owens
At last, I knew who Shirley
Alston sang, "While I am far
Alston had been talking
away from you, my baby./ I
about and to whom she and
know it's.hard for you, my
the_Shirelles had dedicated
baby, I Because it's hard for
·their song! They de'dicated it.
to Boo, Fly and a million
me, my baby I And the darkest hour is just·before dawn." : other names that represented
' What'~ that the Biple says?
. men a.'nd woinen who must
. "When I was a child, I spoke,
.spend portions of their ·lives
locked away from the ones
understood and thought as a
child, but when I became a
they love and from the ones
man, I put away childish
things?" The first time I heard ·.. · ·· w~o 1?ve t~eiTI ~ack. · ·
·
Shirley Alston's lonesome
It was the Blues played on a
voice, I liked the music, but I
continuous, non-stop record.
had no idea what it was about.
. But it was felt most grievously
on Val.entine 's Day, when
I didn't know that Shirley
h earts breached bars that
Alston's lyrics might have
been relating to an all-tooflesh could not escape.
American legacy...the legacy
So, to all the Brothers and
of Black folks behind bars.
Sisters who continue to have a
Did you know that America _
h eart, and who continue to
"Land of the Free and Home
have people in their lives who
of the Brave" - has more peolove them dearly, but for one
ple behind bars than any
reason or another, cannot get
other ' free nation in the
home, "THIS IS DEDICATED
worl_d? Twenty-five percent of
TO THE ONES WE LOVE!"
.

·..

··..
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Black American Insight
be reserved for native Black
Americans. Still, others are
envious· of the fact that many
"foreign" Blacks come to the
United States and begin successful businesses and
careers, which enable them to
live in better communities
and to experience a better
quality of life. Some complain
that foreign Blacks are. arrogant and act like they are better · than native Black
Americans. Even Barack
Obarna experienced some of
the "he;s not really Black"

from page 4

angst when he announced his
candidacy for Presidency:
Today, I call for an end to
the envy, distrust, jealousy
and distance that divide all
Black people. So, the next
time you meet someone of
African descent from Africa,
the Caribbean, South America
or anywhere in the African
Diaspora, get to know them
and embrace your common
, heritage. In truth, none of us
are far from the Motherland.
It's in our veins! It is the tie
that binds us all. Harambee.

he public schoQl systems across this
T
nation are getting a
bad rap and most of it is
undeserving.
No, public schools aren't as
effective as they should be
and yes, too many teacliers
aren't as effective as they
should be. Much of the blame
can be placed on parents.
Public schools have become
dumping grounds . Parents
bring their children to school
their first day, get them registered and you don't see them
any more for the remainder
of the year. They won't attend
anything at the school,
regardless of how important
it is.
They wo ·~·t attend PTA
meetings, parents-teacher
conference nights; disciplinary conferences, social activities, schoolprograms or
sporting events. These. parents fully .expect. the puplic
school to raise their children
while they go about the business of trying to enjoy their
own personal life.
When they ·do come to
phone,
.school ,.or ..~::all on. .the,
.
. .

so many parents will tell you
that they can't do anything
with their children at home.
If you can't do anything ·
with your own child, how do
you expect the schools to be
able to do something with
your child? The question for
the parents is, 'are you trying?'
Wherein.it public schools
have to take a:Il children, pri- ·
vate schools.can be selective.
The publi~ schools have _to
educate all children. Private
schools don't have that obligation. You pay money for
your child to attend private
schools. There, your child will
.act right, you will attend
school functions or they will
kick your little angel's butts .
. .
out qfthe school.
. Public schools have to put
up with you aitd your bundle
of precious 'joy. I don't care
how many F's they make, you
. still won't see .the parents or.
, guardians., Let the child go
home and -say the teacher hit
or cursed him or her. The
parent is: at the school ready.
, to kill somebody. .
. .1 .
_They also expect their)l:

children to receive good
grades. It doesn't matter that
he doesn't study at home. It
does not matter that the child
never ' does homework. It
doesn't inatter that the child
never even brings his books
home: Yet; the parents are
shocked . when the child
makes a bad grade.
What parents need to learn
is that raising your child·and
educating him or her is a
. team effort between the par. ents, the students, the teacher
and the school. It is extremely
hantfor the 'school to educate
your child 'w1thout your sin:
~
. . cere an~ deqicated help.
If parents will just attend
the scho,ol, discipline the
, child, help ~9ucate . the child,
· it would bt:friiuch, much easb
er for the teacher. Parents;
get this tliro.ugh your heads:
'Our public ~chools aren'tjust

..,
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Education. and discipliri~., i~ -~
a team effort:· See to it thp.t . ~
your child get~ a good educai Z
~ion. TodaY., .t~r~ potentials .of m ..
ari educate_d i~dividual ar~ ·r;unlimit~d. _: , ~:
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The Audacitv 01 Hope, Faith And Change: ·
Reclaiming The American Dream!

:0
,<

'•-t

'

many of us live today. Our
robot~.; M.e·•~ants to bring
country is morally deprived, ·
change into~our lives because
merica 's clock has
financially strapped and spir. beyond .tbe,Nnerican Dream;
been ticking for a long
itually debas~d and just like
·.our anc~stqrilmew that OnEJ
time. Yes, President
old times, e'v eryb ody is · day their ·lives would b~
Barack Obama had ·
expecting a . Black man to
changed,, either on this . sid~
a dream, but not before Rev.
clean it up.
or on the other side of glory. :
Dr. Martin Luther King;
It was NOT the American
· The America n Dreiuri
Jr. had a dream. But, is the
Dream th a t sustained
involves more than politics;
American Dream that which
American . slaves. The . Wall Street or a.trillion-dollar
we ascribe?
Preamble of the Declaration
deficit, Pro-Choice and cer~
The American Dream did · ,Qf Independence states, -"We · talnly· not ·even s_exual pre(er.l
not and has not involved chilho_ld these truths to be selfence. The American Dream
dren of former slaves, not
eVIdent that all men are ereheld . no promise for · our
even after federal legislation
· ated equa}, J4a! tl)ey,_ flr,e ·-- :·ancestors.: But the word of
or its enforcement. Beyond
e~dowed, br th_eu ~reator,
GOD promised them in John
the American Dream is life
":'1th certam m ahenable
8:32 Ye shall know the TrUth
eternal and in this, we are
nghts, that among these are
' .
.
·
life liberty and the ·pursuit of
and ~~e_ truth shall make YO'L4
changed.
' .
,
free. ·
· ·
Black people in this counha~~~;s:~ extremely imporIt was' lit' 'this that .the_( a~
try and ALL over the world
tant! 'No one will ever be abld
well as .~e find GODs gr~ce
have waited a long time, most
to stand in our faces, or our
and mercy tq claim our inherof us never believing that we
children's faces for generaitance thrbugh hope, _faith
would ever live to see the day
tions to come and convince us
and ch.a nge . .Free to accept
when a Black man would be
that our ancestors did not
J esus Christ as our LOrd and
elected Presiden.t ..of the
hold this truth to be self-eviSaviour. Free to let go and let
, United States of America.
In this, we must have the
GOD. .
.
dent. And that is, we must
entire truth. Pride is blindBrothers and Sisters, my
have GOD in us, and without
ness to GOD and the reality
the truth and light of GOD,
prayer is that GOD blesses
that we need Him! Pride tells
we will not understand why
our health and increases our
us we can do things without
the world's people, fallen or
prosperity while enabling us
separated from GOD, act and
to discover our potentials that
GOD's help or His intervention. This is dangerous! It is
do the things we do.
. we may achieve our destinies!
in this dangerous place that
GOD did not make us
Peace Be Unto You.
(Part 3)
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· · Hillsborough countv Continues ·.
··· Assistance To Small Contractors
;

• t

• •

'

.

i ·-Front Row: Thomas Hugi;ins (Ariel Business Group), Casey Sheppard (Sheppard Painting), J.C. Sanders (Sanders Construction), Chelsea Alonzo (Williams
>

Laitdscaping), Valerie Williams (Proverbs 31 Cleaning Service), Gregorio Chinchinchilla (Chin~hi's Janitorial Services), Gladys Chinchinchilla (Chinchi's Janitorial
Services), John Valez (Valez Concrete Construction)
·
,
·
.
' Back Row: J~_"a: Grayson (Gray'son Associates), Eric Brown (ROI Construction), Devon Deenah (DRD Enterprises), Thirlun Jackson (University Area Building
Contractors), ~n WatSon (New Concepts Group, LLC) ·
·

ffi.. ·,_... . _,;
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. Econo~ic Development
process. To date, there
Commis~io~ers.
.,
w.
D e p a r t m e n t ,
have been 59 companies
Completion of the pro- . ,
~.
Minority/Small _Business
that have participated in
gram will fulfill the eight
::i .
Enterprise
.Program
the program. As a result of . .(8) hours of)msi.riess edu- .
~:
Office, solicits small btlsithei'~ part{cipatlori ~nd
c~tfon training~requi~ed
D.
nesses to participate in the
training, several of these
for recertifying and/or rez ·
.
training program.
firms were able to bid for
. registering as an MBE or
Iii
The training program
and win,· Hillsborough
SBE with Hillsborough
:I By Ma~aa
· M?nd~$aturday
consists of workshops
county SBE set aside proCounty. Another benefit
~
~ ··sund:t"sy·;?;p~·ONI..Y
designed to develop the
jects.
companies receive for par..!1 .
par1;icipant company's conMany of the participants
ticipating in the program ·
~·
struction and business
of the program believe the
is access to surety bonding
i=
management skills and to
· program has been ·a sueassistance in the form of
increase their ability to be .
cess, according to Hig
one-on-one technical assis0
WeSpecializelnAIIKindsOfBraids·
bonded on Hillsborough
Rodriguez - CIRSCO
tance.
(§_- Aadress:
10020 N; 30th *Tampa, FL-33612
County projects. The .
Roofing "I. have not
Applications for the
IAH•nln~~ Plaza- Behind Busch Gardens
We Accept
Bougall'll(llea)
·
credit cards
workshops, held on consec- . encountered a better set of
Spring 2009 Session,
utive Saturdays, are facili.up-to-date. knowledge and
which starts in March, ar-e
·U.
tated by : the Ariel
information pertaining to
npw being accepted, -.
Business Group, Inc: : a
my trade and -business , Workshops are.held at the ,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tampa based consulting
activity," ~d Jim: Brice-.
Hillsboro~gh . £:~:\l[l_ty ·'
II
Cdme Join Us For The
firm which specializes i:r{ . Wetlands By Design, Inc.
Small .· · . · . Bufi n:e.2s
~': Official Launching .
Sinall and Minority
"s_oEmvee. trhyi·nwgetehkatie._nlehaarnnceedd
Information CellteiA\;7.-.to2 ..
· ._,· ·· ·of The · · Business program develop.
.·
. . ., ... ,-, ..
. ., .
.J.J. ,· 1 fi··,
' ment· -<>-nd outreach ..g.e· rbus. • . ,, . .
.
.·.. l'{. .~,6th ;Street, Bui_l'di!_o.lft& : '
vices. "
··
· · ..:.

·

; : The sixth gro~p· ~f ~ea
fbunty Small Contractor
stiJ.all business" owriers . -· · Development Program
recently compl'~t~·d 'the · (HCSCDP). 'rwice a year;
nme.(9). weekHills.bor,o~gh . the Hillsborough County
' ~i4f ~.: · ~ :..: :·; ·r~. --~ ·. · ·
-.· ' · ·
·

{813) 977-7818
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·a:
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leE~~~~2J~Ite~·t'~~~~///tJ:~1J;~~:~:,ce

ri1CiaV;j.~.,!l-trtllill
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m~e- ~~~~DP· ~::~~:~at-

·-~9, -~- 00
.. ·s
..·_
".'_·:-· ~_·•_.·
·

·.'. ·' . ~- f:A:t

Additional benefits the
· 'participants receive are
:~, facilitation of financing
~- and prepar'~tion for the
performance . bonding

;I {
,.

. S~:JtlS(lred By: C}bbs And _Parnell, P.A. Attorneys At Law · . ,
AndWra,ngful Death (813) 975-4444 or 1-BOD-711-5452 :• ·
. Provided By: Uttle_ Ochll • Ybor
(813) 248-6244
Partnered With:
TFM

~

"
' '

'

~oo·; 8ritte · 42·s~~Taf4~1-- -

ed under the specific .. ~~nfi3o6rm~7a.ti·oFnoarb. oaudtdtihteiopnr_ aol
authority of the Florida ·
.
.
Legisla~ur~~ (339.0805 ~S.) . g:ran:;t, contact · Mr. Bill
and the Hillsborough
Herrig ,at the MB~/SBE
County Board of Corinty
·Programs .
Office; .·
Hilisborough · . Co~nty
Eco'nomic ·. Developme.nt
Depa~tment .(813) .272. .5969 or'·Via email at: her' riib®hillsborouihCoUnty,o :
r.g_. : In teres ted persons' ·
. may also 'contact the Ariel
Busin~'ss Gro~P : a,{ {813)
207~0003 or. via ~-mail ; at
ben@arielbusinessgtoup.co .
or tholnas®-arielbu'si- .·.
.
nessgroup.com.
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President 01 Talladega College.Meets With .Tampa Alumni·~.
.
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BY GWENDOLYN HAYES
Sentinel Editor .

all of whom are Talladega gradu- . president, enrollment at the col- the campus. He utilized the
After his Power Point Presentaates. Dr. Hawkins was accom- lege was 28.0. He went' on are- ·- prison population to paint and . tion, Dr. Hawkins entertained
· panied by Antliony Davis, ViCe .· cruitment mission, utilizing the spruce up the buildings and sur- . questions and comments. School
The President of Talladega Col- President of Administrative Ad- students, facultY, parents and roundings along Battle Street.
Board Member, Mrs. Doretha
lege, Dr. Billy C. Hawkins, vancement.
friends of the college to increase
In "The Return To Preemi- Edgecomb talked to ·the presiwas in Tampa Monday to meet ·.· . Since becoming the college's . the enrollment, which is now at nence," the president's mission, dent about invespng in kids and
with the alumni of the college. . · new president in January 2008, · 601.
·
Dr. Hawkins and his staff have developing a program to draw
' About 20 alum~i met with the Dr. Hawkins has been moving
Realizing that a lot of work also revamped the·caf~teria, so · first generation students to the
new president at the Quorum about the country, sharing with needed to done to make the out- that the President and other campus. · Mrs. Jacqueline
Hotel for a luncheon hosted by . alumni and friends his visions, ward appearance appealing, Dr. staffers now. have their meals McKinney Preston comLifetime Talladega Board mem- the work he is doing and the re- Hawkins went to the City there, restored Swayne Hall and mended the President for the job
ber, C. Blythe Andrews, Jr. sources needed to insure that Council and a5ke~ for help. They brought athletics back to the he has done in just over a year.
and Lis children, Kay Andrews none of it becomes ~ nightmare. . increased the lighting along the campus, after ,an absence of Arthur Williams was conand C. Blythe Andrews, Ill, .. When Dr. Hawkins became . major thoroughfare and around about 7 years. The college has cerned about digital technology.
' I
also been deeded 11 acres by a Dr. Hawkins shared that the
1
former Talladega family that college is not where it should be,
now resides in New York.
but itis finally wireless. Dr. W.
The Tom Joyner Morning W. Andrews inquired about a
Show has made Talladega Col- swim teiun being added .to the
lege its 'School of the Month" for Athletic Dept.
· ·
May. However, since the sponThose in attendance were insorship and "Skyshow" are_not spired by the president's presenavailable from major sponsors, tation and vowed · to continue
it's left up to the alumni to raise and/or become loyal contriburunds for each college.
tors. (Photos by Brunson)
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*******ATTENTION ALL PASTORS**'*****
Do You Need A Piano Player For Your Church?
Give Me A Call At

(813) 789-2774

From left to right, C. _Blythe Andrews, III, Dr. Billy C. .
Hawkii:ls, Talladega College President; C. Blythe Andrews, Jr.,
Lifetime Talladega College Board· Member; School Board
Member Doretha Edgecomb and S. Kay Andrews. ·

-··

Jacqueline Preston, left, and Dr. Paul Sheehy, Jr., right, are
shown with Anthony Davis and Dr. Billy Hawkins. · .
l":'-'0r-~--------~
.;..;.,·
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APPROVED VPK
PROVIDER

· · Alumni .Rosalyn Earl and
Pam Pollock were among
those who attended ·the
luncheon at the Quorum
Hotel.
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EARLY
· LEARNING .

COALinON .. ,:· ·?"1-' ·.
Reverend W.D; Sims
..

·Pastor

• :< .

1 P,. ~ ~

.. ', H

3716 E. Lake Ave. ·· .... -

• •·

'

Tampa, FL 33610 • (813) 621~503& ~· .
"Train up a child II) the way he should go: So when he is old he.Willryot depart from it.·.
·. ·

·

·

••_,, ' ·

,.

Proverbs 22:6
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~ Ov~r 50 Years Of Educatin~·- .
, . Students .. . ·. ~
. . • Age$ 3-Kindergarteri .
•_Safe &Loving ·· ··
~ Open 6:30a.m.-6:00p.m.
· --• Nutritious Lunches. &Snacks · : ~- ,,~. . . -- . :_E tj ·
·· • Professional Teachers
" ~ '; G~ .-~~
'I

Admini!ltr~lti,re Adv;~tnc!enlleilt are:
Laverne Latson, Harry.Harvey, Anthony Davis, D.r. HawlQns, Myrtle Williams, Dr. Charles
· Myers and Bennie Kelly. . .
·. .
..
.
.

_For Registration Information Call

251-3592·

•
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!Youth Group Donates To The Homeless!
·The Future Iota Leaders (FIL), under the supervision of Alpha Sigma Chapter of Iota Phi Lambda
. Sorority, Inc. donated food and clothing to Metropolitan Ministries during the holiday season. This is
one of the many projects and activities they do throughout the sorority year.
Some of their activities include visits to nursing homes, making quilts, reading books, sewing,
career exploration workshops and taking etiquette classes.

Congratulations son for a job well done. We knew you could do
it and we pray for your continued success. God bless you in your
endeavors.
Love, mom, and your sisters, Shay, Cha'Ron and Zee-Zee.

Happy Birthday,
Lil DJ

42rtd ·; Annuai--,H,·
:-<, ·. 'Of The 'Jurisdiction' Of ~01Utfl1We~:ne•·n
_ ,,,, .-·_·_. · )_ ·
Church Of -""·.....
<<:~·:·:_c(' February
·

·'

1

•AJrThtngs, All People, _AIIGo,t/y~~t~iQs~

· ·· ·;.J ·,· Tuesd~y Mn.•rninn··

To the joy of my life, words
. ·· could never explain· the love
c we have. This is why our fans

~-- ».'i~;.ne':9' ~IJ--~~r.*'~~-., .

·Happy Valentine's Day Bae.
-From, your wife,- zenaida.

..-·:·· Officiai 'Op·e ning- r.nntc.n:.;,,c..
-~~~ ·:· - The Sllerit Scream
JArii"A..cu=~•n•n
.
J;yangelism ,...-,nnorn

--~~ iu.&day Night ~·:·. "·' lr--~=--'--,

. ~ ·· ... ·7;30-P.M. ·

-:·

~. '~ RI$"GRACE, ;..,.~

-~-·

: ..

>><\·. THE MOST.,,,~,, l
· :· · REVEREND' :;', ·
·'/. CHARLES E• .";.~; . ~
:. .. BLAKE, SR: ·_:;
Presiding BishQp, ,
Church Of God .
In Christ, Inc. .

'Wednesday, Feb. 18 .

10:0Q ~M. Coltference.Topics:
. '": The Church And The Lay Ministry
· - ~ Dealing With Conflict
.'":
•

Wednesday Night • 7:30 P.M. .:
·, _pi&HOP DARRELL·HIN .
.:·
Chairman
"·'-''·"'·'•·lii
:j- . r Of
- . Men's
. . Conference
.·
.,

, APOSTLE .J. L. CASH, SR:
,.

. GUEST SPEAKER
. ...

HELD AT: WOODLAND TERRACE COMMUNITY CENTER
•----~~4 10 N 32N!lST • TAMPA, FLORIDA 33610 ·
(CORNER OF DIANA & 32ND ST. )
' .·
•
'
'
.. ,
ALL. ,c\RE WELCOME!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: ELDER WATKINS AT
8 f
157 OR EVANGELIST LOCKETT
813-325-8066
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Celebration

·Birthdav And 21th Anniversarv·celebrated
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Wilson celebrated her birthday
and their 27th anniversary recently. Their family and friends
joined them at their home for the big outdoor celebration.
(Photos by Brunson)
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Family memb.ers and friends: front row, left'to .right, Debo~ Micheal, Kayla j
_Reggie, Maddysin; Nyla, Grandma Sweet,· Pop_(Wilbert), ·Hr~, Ayi, Janellj .J a;
I;>aylan, Shay, Myllanie, Rashard, Carnae, Ja'myya and Tkai. Sec_oitd~ row, Octavia;
, Nika, Sierra, Angel, Angie, Barbara, Kevin, Wanda, Vivian, Tiffany;Nook; Capone,
F. ~rank, Carlos and Will. Back row, Derrick, Tara, Jae, Jerry, Larry; -G obb; Pat, Tiger
:· and Tim.
.
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·Birthday and anniversary honorees Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert Wilson cele~?rated ~7~ears . .·
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Pat; Angie ~rid-Vivian pos~~ Wit.It th~ h~ree, Mrs:
Wilson, a_t th~ biJ::thday arid anniversary
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-. Quita and 1 Grandma
Sweet '('the birthday
~rl').
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:.l - t...::or F,rankie Bell- Children..Ot G~ P~ntecost, :Ta~~~.- F~
F~
1
'
W~neSday &TtnJrsday,.Feb: 1·a th & 1sth- Dr. PaStor'llnda Williams ': · : (E .
et,""'·

·_ · . ·
· ·, ·T.A.P.P. ;Ministry,. Beileview, FL ·:·· _,; ·;' , ·, · ~ . , . ·· < : .-··
..... "'n'"'v Feb. ~ci-: Pasto~· Pr~ph~tesS'.Patricia-Jackson ·- 'totar· Oel~~rance,_:_M~con,-GA ,!i
. . . Satui"day Mor:mng - Feb. 21st :-· Special Service • 11 :00 A.M. ·. ""'~
Proph~ess·Janice Bynum - Faith DOnor lnter~tional Outreach Mini~tries,
. ;
. Waycross, .GA (The Sister Of Prophetess ~uanita Bynum)
:
.
•
Saturday Night.- Feb. 21st • 6:30P.M,.;.:44 ~orne~ Of The Bible In White ~ag~'l( ~Pastor, Proph~ess Mary Brown - New Hope Holiness Church; J~cksonvllle, FL · . i ·...
·
/
i!.
Sunday, Feb 22nd • 1i A.M. · . .
. · · ,;;~ .......... ·
. 1:· Prophetess Barbara Gram, $an Diego, CA
, ..
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... : c~Founder/Host .
· - -EVANGJPROPHETESS AUTHIE M:\iONES
·. · Light Of The Wortd Deliverance Church, Inc.
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Mentors For Ministrv Enioved Their Nfl bperience
place on Friday night,
January 30th at the USF
Sun Dome. The event was
hosted by gospel artist
Donnie McClurkin.
Six members of Mentors
For Ministry auditioned
and were selected for this

On January 26th, auditions were held at the NFL
YET Center to form a
youth gospel choir to sin~
the National Anthem at
the Super Bowl Gospelfest.
Only 30 youngsters were ·
sele~~· · The event ·took

~
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Mentors F~r Ministry members with Super Bowl Gospelfest
host Donnie McClurkin. Left to right, Barissa Ardley,
Mc(Jurkin, Adria Johnson, Julia Flowers, Jasmine Wright; In
the 'n-ont are Dr. P. Tucker-Johnson and Darnisha Flowers.
Not pictured, Jeremiah Bles'd Wicks.

performance. "This capped
off.my whole year, said
. Adria Johnson, who also
attended the Inauguration
of the 44th President of the
United States with a ticket
sent to her by Democratic
Party leader, Nancy

Peloski. "We met everybody,"
said
Julia
Flowers. "We had our
shirts signed by all of the
. star performers, and we
even talked to the NFL
players."
The choir was directed

by the renowned Maurice
Jackson •
Mentors for Ministry
will participate in the 4th
annual Heritage Gospelfest in ~argo later in the
month.

· Mary Mary and the
Reverend Jesse Jackson
were captured in the audience.

Former Tampa Bay
Buccaneers Head Coach and
retired Indianapolis Colts
Head Coach Tony Dungy
washonor'ed at the event.

' ·. A member of Mary Mary
perfonning.
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Dr. Marvin Sapp was a
.show headliner.
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Maurice JackSon, left; directed _the you~ choir• . :
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The NFL Plityer8
Gospel,choir
a pi-ogram participant.
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:Sisters-In The SPi.rit:Praver ·areaktast.·
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Sisters in the Spirit Ministry held their annual Women's Prayer Breakfast at the Quorum
·Hotel. The featured 'speaker was Evangelist Joyce Rogers of Denton, Texas. (Photos by
Julia Jackson)
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Terrance Reddick ; Sr, ; ·
attended the Sisters in the.
Spiri,t·~·linistry Breakfast. · ·. ·
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 813-866-4508
1417 E. HOLLAND AVE.
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612
WWW.MINISTRYOFSPIRIT.NET
BISHOP SAUGH~O AUSnN, PASTOR

FREE ADMISSION
COME EARlY .
SEATING liMITED

Minister Louis Bagley.was
the Minister of Sound.

Ministry founder Debra
Roulhac.

· Minister Crystal Bailes
was one of the program par-ticipan~.
'

Regina McBride Smith and Deborah Franklin of Miami
·attended the breakfast.
·
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During a TOBA luncheon, Mrs. Essie Mae Reed and Dr.
Robert Catlin were honored.
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~ttendlng the New Hop; Senior Mlssionaioy Soeiety christmas Program and Luncheon were Catherine Clark, Ruth English, Johnnie Mae Fleining, I>Oiofs Williams,
Maxine ~ardy and Yerdelle ~Jive. . ·
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Gospel Event

r

Over.1,000 In Anendance For NAACP Gospel Extravaganza

The NAACP is celebrating its lOath birthday nationwide. Tampa is taking a part in the celebration with numerous events locallf. The Gospel Extravagana w~s held at the Mt.
Calvary Seventh-Day Adventist Church on Sunday, February sth. More than 1,000 were in attendance for this spirit-filled event. The special gospel music guest of the afternoon was
u. Evangelist Beverly Crawford.
~i
The service began with the Mt. Calvary Praise Team. Greeting came from the Centennial Committee Chair, Pat Spencer~ Randall C, gospel radio host, was the master of cereC monies. Others on the program were Dr. Samuel Wright, 2na Vice President, Craig Harris, Dr. Carolyn Collins, Patty Micheal, USF Gospel Choir, Abraham's Daughters,
Gospel.Music Workshop of America, Tampa Chapter; and Cepeda McKay and Anointed Voices. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
::::»
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· Members ~f the USF Gospel Choi~: Jerald Wheat, Dena Daniels, Alayua Alford," Dorothy
Antoine, Charles L. Knighton, ll, Rosena Charles, Kat Abia-Oken, Nichelle Maye and Bernard
Joseph.
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The Mt._c'alvary SDA Mass Cho!t was among the program parti~ipants. _
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Cynthia Keeton .was orie of the many who
attended the NAACP's 1ooth celebration of a
Gospel Explosion. ·

CHERYL JACKSOM

,....

N ·.

w

CJ

f

813.247.5128_··

David Reeves attended the
._c oncert.

··.

First Vice President, Dr. ·
. Carolyn Collins•

· · Dorothy WUHams attended
the gospel explosion. .
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Entertainment

M.I.A. Announces
.Binh or Babv Bov
On Mvspace Page

R&B Star Chris Brown
Apologizes, Seeks.Cou~seling
iies in crisis management

CHRIS BROWN

LOS ANGELES -- R&B
star Chris Brown, who
was arrested last weekend
on suspicion of attacking a
woman widely believed to
be the pop star Rihanna,
said on Sunday he was
"sorry and saddened" about
the incident, and was seeking counseling.
The 19-year-old performer of such U.S. charttoppers as "Run It!" and
"Forever" has been in hiding since the alleged fracas
with his girlfriend in a
rented Lamborghini.
He hired a public relations company that special-

to issue a five-sentence
statement in which he also
said many media and blog
· reports. have been wrong. .
. . ."yVords .cannot begin to
express ho~· sorry and saddened I am-over what transpired,",: he ·' said. "(.am
' seeking' the counseling of
my pastor, my mother and
other loved ones and I am
committed, with God's
help, to emerging a better
'-·
person. ".
. .
· He did ~ot mention his
father,who was quotea on
Friday as telling People
mag~zine that his son was
"very remorseful." .
Police and prosecutors
have not officially disclosed
that Rihanna was the victim of Brown's attack just
after midnight on February
8. But unidentified police
. sources told the Los
Angeles . Times
that
Rihanna was the victim,
and numerous media outlets have reported the same
·
information. ·
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It went deeper than rap,
~"""
N
and in many · people's
0
0
minds, it crossed the line of
CD
hip-hop battling. On
Wednesday, 50 Cent
released a dis video on
Thisis50.com called "A
Psychic Told Me," in whic~
M.I.A.
he threatens DJ Khaled LOS'" ANGELES -- Call .
and
· . .. his mother.
.
her Mamma M.I.A. The
In
the
clip;
~~ is. s~tting. ·
Grammy- and Oscar-nomidown in the studio, ·wlj.ting ., ·
nated \ rapper · . has
. a · poem, then the foot~ge "
· annou!lced on_her MySpace
blog that she has given .
50 CENT ' ...,. ·
switches to a house that he
birth to a son.
claims belongs to ·Khaled's
The rapper. wrote .
mom. Later, 50 says he
Saturday that her baby is
do with hip-hop quarrels,
knows where DJ Khaled
"healthy, fine; 'beautiful"
. but i.t1 fact promoted unity;
and the most amazing thing
lives . and all but takes
The two Mirum hip-hop
on this ' planet. She jokes_
responsibility for the DJ's
ples joined Fabolous,
that the two are working
car
tires
recently
being
Ludacris and · Juelz
together on a tour.
,
The fatP.er is her fiance, · · slashed. Then the video
Santana for The-Dream's "T1
musician
· Benjamin
shows -some men in
video .for · th.e . remix of r0
Bronfman. A representa-·
Thisis50.com
• :::o
"Rockin' Tliat Thang."
tive says the couple have ·
T-Shirts · arriving at
On the set, Khaled
declined . to . release the
Khaled's
mother's purportbaby's nanie.' ·
.
refused to address the 50 en
The "Paper Planes" singer
ed workplace. The woman
issue. "I'm not. gonna l~t m
z
had a scene-stealing perfor- .
they claim is the DJ's ~oth
him bait me," he said. But ::!
mance at -the .Grammys on
er is asleep at a desk, as
Ricky Ross had plerity to z
Sunday. She strutted on
m
the
cameraman
zooms
in
on
say
on the latest round.
stage with her swollen belly
r;during a performance with
photos of Khaled and Fat ·
"I'mma be honest; I didn't tD
c
Kanye West, J ay-Z, T .I.
Joe. At the end of the
have a reaction," Ross srud. rrand Lil Wayne. The rapper
video, 50 declares he has
"Watching ·that, under- m
says she started · going in to
"less compassfon than the
standing the monkey, it's ::!
labor hours later.
z
like its no threat whatsoev- . "tt
average human." He crumer .... To me, it's a sign of c
ples the poem he was worktD
reassuring you're ·people's. ring on, a Thisis50.com. logo
safety. Where I come from, c;;
comes on the screen and
:::t
· Gs, if they had that infor- m
there is th~ sound of gunmation [of_where your ene-· c
shots.
m
. ' LOS ANGEmies .and. their . families <
Viewers were left in a
LES ;
live], I'in not exposing noth- m
sfate of shock, as the clip
:::0
s t.,.e V i e ,,, , , ,·:.•C.·.··'""'"'
ing. I'm a~ting like ·I. don't ,-<
seems to ·indicate that the
-t
Wonder's
know nothing. To the real c
beef between 50, Rick
music helped
m
Gs, they don't even watch it en
Ross and Khaled has
. sign, seal and
or entertain it .... Khaled, c
taken an uglier turn.
deliver
his mom knows she's safe. ~
Barack
Meanwhile, both Khaled
All the Gs worldwide know l>
and
Ross
were
in
New
. Obama all STEVIE ,
z
the way to the WONDER
what it is, an.d it gets,no 0
York on Thursday, shooting
White House,
"T1
points.'' . ·
.
a video that had nothing to
:::0
and now the president and
c
first lady are sending him a
~ big shout-out.
The 58-year-old Motown
legend · will receive a
Library of Congress award
from the commander-inchief and Michelle Obama
on Feb. 25. The concert will
.
air on PBS the following
day. ·_
President Obama used
Wonder's
hit
songs

Stevie Wonder
ToGetA
· Presidential Salute
.If!• •

TV drama. Several of the

· <4

C ·

g

won. for'·motion picture.

~inners : were awarded
·~ · before the live ceh~~ony,
. , .inCluding Chandra Wilson
· from "Gr.iy's Anatomy" for
· ·actres·s iri a . drama $eries,
. Columbus <-Short · from
."Cadillac Re~ords" fo~ silp.. porting . a~tor. in a motion
BEYONCE ADd .,
. picture ·arid· singer-actor
JENNIFER HUDSON
- Jan:iie Foxx for male
LOS-ANGELES-· It .was
~st, .. · , -.
a dreamy night for a couple, : · .C.hris Brown, who's
·of "Dreamgirls." Bey once . c· ·. acc{zs~d irt- a ·domestic disand Jennifer· Hudson ' . pute· ·that ' ·. reportedly
·· both glided away_with ~tro- · in·volves . pop · superstar
phies Thursday _and wowed ·- Rihanna~ was up against
the audience with individFoxx ·with Comrnori John
ual performances dtrring
·Legend and· will.i.~m for
the 40th annual NAACP . the male . artist .. trophy.
Image A~ards.
.
..Rib-anna· w.as competing
Beyon.ce,wh~-~pen~ the _ against Beyonce with
. show. ':"1t~ a wmd-swept
Alicia Keys, Jennifer
~end1t~on of her . song
.Hudson · ._ and Mariah
Ha_lo, won the _fem~le
. Carey for .th.e female artist
artist . category . £' whtle
' B rown
·
0r
awar d . N e1'th. er
H u d son, w h o perlorme d
h ·
· ·
"The Impossible Dream" for
Ri anna -,were ,1n attendance.
·~·
President's Award recipient
·.'se,an "Diddy" Combs
Muhammad Ali, picked up
·
, the new artist award. They
picked up the TV movie
. co-starred in the 2006 film
actor trophy for his role in
"Dreamgirls."
"A Raisin :in.. the· Sun."
"This is where we come
Oth-er - a'ctin'g ,· :wimiers
· from," Hudson said,
'included Hilt'-Harper for
accepting the trophy. "So
· "CSI: NY,~.;Tracee Ellis
.it's always an honor to come
Ro~~ for. ~Girlfriimds,"
home and feel welcome and
Taraji P •. Henson for "The
to feel the love. I really
Curious ·Case of Benjamin
cherish this_and appreciate
Button': and Will Smith
it.~
· "
and ·R osai-io. Dawson for
"The Secret Life of Bees" . • "Seven Pounds~" ·., · ·: · ·
·.•

tD
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S '"at;y's And'tdm)?; won for

.

Did 50 Cent Take Beet
Too Far With Threat To
OJ Khaled's Motheril

.

·aevonce,Hudson
Win lmaue Awards
i---....::;_-...;;·· ..
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HAVING PROBLEMS~
RAIR CONDITIONI
HEATING-SYSJEM
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"Signed, Sealed, Del-ivered
I'm Yours" and "Higher
Ground" on the campaign
· trail. The Grammy-winning
singer-songwriter also per- ·
formed at the Democratic
National Convention on the
night Obama accepted his
party's nomination, at a
concert during inauguration
week
and
at
The
Neighborhood Inaugural
- Ball.

~ - Sports
,..:

,Middleton Alumni Greet
New Fo.otbaii~Coach
.
~

-

Aaron savs Bonds Sho.uld
_,Keep Home Roll RecOrd-,

... "'""'

·.. ·

Head Coach Jason Stokes, rigJtt, joins hands with Middleton
High School Assistant Principal Owen Young, left, and Alumni
Association President Calvin Simmons, center, after a recent
alumni meeting in East Tampa. Stokes takes over the Tiger
football program and has high hopes for 2009.
:. Coach Stokes will be one of the speakers at Middleton's June
25-28, 2009 All-class Reunion in Tamj,a.

!

..Bucnied Ben Delivers ,
Newspaper To St~e,e_rs'

coach;llike _Tona~in : :·

•.
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. ATLANTA
Hank
I held"it for a long ti~e ..But . ~
Aaron believes Barry
my take 'on .all of this has
Bonds should keep major
always bee'f1 the same. I'm
league baseball's home run
not going . to say · that ·.
record.
·
·
Barry's got it because ·of
"In all fairness to every'this or because of that,
body, I just don't see how
because I don't know.'~.
.
you really can do a thing
Aaron told Atlanta
like that andjust say someJournal-Constitution colum. body isn't the record hold~r
nist Terence Moore that
anymore, and lt;!t's go back
BARRY BONDS .. ·
·-: -' h.e doesn't think the comto the way that
it. was," ·
·. AndHANKAARON
· ·:.....
· : · ··.. missioner
like to get
.
.
I d would
.
Aaron told 'the Atlanta
·
· · · · · · · ' · · · · mvo ve . ·
.
Journal-Constitution on
has indicaied .that ru;·~ ·ii~~~ :: : . '~There are . things out
Friday,.. : ': :.
some . thought to returning: . there . besides worrying
Aaron hit 755 'home runs
the record to Aaron' if it is '• ~ about ·a: home ·run record
. in his career to break the
proved . . Bonds . used . that somebody now holds,"
·steroids. · . : · · · :.· ·
··ABron said. "Barry has the ·
. prev-ious ~ark of 714 by
·Babe Ruth. Bonds, who
"If you did tKat, you.'d · . record, and .I doi'l't think
did not play last season,
have to go back and change ·. • anybody can change that.'' .
surpassed Aaron. in 2007
all kinds of records, and the . · ·. ·.. · Aaron and Selig have
.. and. }\as 762 career .home
(home run) record was very
' been friends for more than
:- runs. ·, ···.< .: ,.,. o-;· •• · · . •
important ,to .·me,'~· Aaron ··:·:.- 50 years, and Selig was in
Bonds has pleaded not
said. "It's proba~lY the most · ;;. Atl~nta last .week for .,the .
. guilty to 'charges that he
·hallowed tecqrd o:ut there, :.:;. slugger's 75th birthday cele-:.
· .lied in 2003 ·to a grand jury
as far as I'm concerned, but :· . bration. Aaron said he and
: when he .said 'he '-never . ·. it's now i'n''t.he hands ot<:-: :·the : com'missioner ha:v:e .
· :knowiitgly :u.sed . perf~r- .··. ·:somebody else: It belongs t~ :. .ne~~r ~li~cu,ssed ~he poss\biJ- ·
Barry. No ·m~tter how , we
ity .of-r-estoring, the.hpme . ·
mance-enhan:cingdrugs. · ·. .
. Commissioner Bud Se~ig
look afit,)t's hi,s ~ec~rd, a~d _ . · run record to him. . ,., . ·
'.

Rears·Cook Ediles .·

leWislnOT ·
·.: T~ Win 3-Polnt Title

-Robinson Captures _
Slam Dunk :Title

, Albert "ftuelfied ·Bert" ~ens is still smiling. ~bout the fact
he wa'sJtlitdirst person to get to. Pittsburgh Steelers'
Mike.Tqmlin about the Steelers winning Super -Bowl
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Daequan Cook's 19 points ·
in the final round add-on
. were the most from any
shooter.

7th Avenue *Tampa, FL
· 241-239for 247-3719
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PHOENIX -- Miami's
Daequan Cook connected
· · over and over again when
.: the ·3-Point Shootout went
to an extra session
Saturday night.
When the· long-distance
contest went to overtime,
Cook found his stroke.
The Heat guard posted
the best round of the competition with 19 points in the
extra round, cruising past
Orlando's Rashard Lewis
to win the title and end
Jason Kapono's· two-year
run as king of one of AllStar Saturday's marquee
· events.
Lewis sputtered in the
third session, missing his
first 11 shots to finish with
seven points.
Cook had forced overtime
by hitting his final four
shots in the second round of
the six-man competition. ·

Robinson pulled out a last-ditch victory in the Slam Dunk
competition, thanks to the standalone efforts of rival Dwight
Howard.
PHOENIX -- .Call him
over the 6-foot-11 Howard ·
tojam.
,
·
Krypto-Nate•
Nate ·Robinson tugged -' .
"Dwight was
great .
on Superman's cape - and
sport letting ine ·dunk over
won .
him," sai_d Robinson, who
The diminutive New York
also won in 2006.
Knicks guard beat defendRobinson. pitched the
. ing champion · Dwight
idea to 'Orlando's big man
Howard of Orlando in · an
· on Friday.
· electrifying slam· dunk con~
"l asked him yesterday in
test on Saturday night;win.
the
elevator," 'Robinson
ning 52 percent of fans'
said.
"He was Iike 1 'Hey, I'll
votes.
·
·
do
it.'
I thought he was jokClad in an all-green
~ng." ..
.
. .
.
Knicks uniform with green
· Howard said he was
shoes, . the · · 5-foot-9 ·
happy to help him out.
Robinson springboarded

a

-=---

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

Shaq.•Kobo Co~MVPs As West
Danllnatos All-Star Game
shared.
Bryant led all scorers
with 27 points, O'Neal partied his way back onto the
All-Star stage with 17 in
just 11 minutes, and the
Western Conference beat
the East 146-119.
"It felt like old times,"
O'Neal said. "I miss those
times. He was really looking
for me, especially when we
went to a pick-and-roll and
they had Rashard Lewis
on me."
Back on the same team for
the first time in nearly five
years, they helped the West
get untracked after an
awful start, then teamed up
for a few buckets tha t
helped blow it open in the
third quarter:
"1 tell you what, those two
guys together, that's a deadly combination as we all saw
tonight and we have all seen
in the past," East coach
Mike Brown said.

mtAQtnU& 0 1NEAI.
~xi KiJ\U£ URYANT

=·

f>H~lX
Thrt'('·time
~h:a.m~hm~ Hi~tlt hllr , now

th~.,_tim~ AU-~tur MVPs .
l~:a.v~ it to Shaquille
o~N~l i,Q ooin n nickname
f~r hh\U!~lf tm d Kobe

Aftd

Bry\\ut.

"The

Big

~nd~r\~ 1 " O,Nenl said.
L@l\~ :a~~ broken apa rt,
Slta.q ~md Kobe were
~v ~in Sunday. Just
hlk:~ th~ good ol' days,
~ winne.rs ~ and t he

they
only
!Sign af nny feudi ng was
wh@n they playfully fought
@Wf' the MVP trophy they

Agent: Stoudemire
Wants Trade Input
.·.2.siin1:sut i(th~ s'uns decide
· · to trade ·him instead,
Stoudemire wants to help
determine his next destination: . If the Suns get serious
~ abm.:.,t·a. trade involv:ing
•·· . · ·· Stoudemire before
· ·> Thursday's . deadline,
· G r a n th am expects tq be
, ··consulted. · · ·. · · ·
"A ·place. ~hat may be a ·
real.gOod:dea.i'fqr them may
: .. · not be the best place for us,"
· ·: . · said Gr~i:tt;ham, who is in
· · · ·Phoe11ix. "In that case, we
AIIAJlEBrOUDEMIRE
would riot be interested· in signing· an extension. I
. Amare Stoudemire'• · wtnild .think most. teams
'as-ent, Char1fe Grantham, -+ . .would not want ~o.rent him
told the Arizona Republic
for a year and a half. They
that the All·Star forwa rd
would want him to sign for
would·· prefer to stay in
m~r7 years an.d kno~ t~.at
~i" and tfln an ,exten' h~ s,mterested m staying.

Durant's 46 Loads
NBA Sophomores

Kevin Durant slams- in two
of his 46 points as O.J. Mayo
looks on.

PHOENIX - Childhood
friends Kevin Durant and
Michael Beasley treated
the Rookie Challenge like a ·
playground duel back in
Maryland.
Oklahoma City's Durant
came out on top, scoring a
Rookie Challenge-record 46
points to lead the NBA 's
sophomores to ·a 122-116
victory over the rookies on
Friday night.
Durant shattered th e
record of 36 set. by Phoenix's
Amare Stoudemire a s a
·sophomore in 2004. Miami's
Beasley was pretty good,
too, leading the rookies with
29 points .
'

.

Heat Acquire
J. O'Neal For Marion

·>·

P&IP&rs Hopes Panthers
Let Him leave .
ba his home.

The four=timo Pro Bowl

dl\lftmsivG tmd just doesn't
wtmt to play for' Carolina
tmymort~ ~ and hopes ·the
P~mthen
grant
the

impc:!nding froG agent his
wi8h by not placing the
trnn(lhiitl tnr on him.
11
lf thQy decide to use the
tn; on ml\l~ tho first thing
thllt I'll bl\l doing is requestin!f fi irfldt!1"' Peppers said
Snturdtcy. liThen anything
llfttH', buiea.lty I don't.
know what would be the
(lO\ll'St'l of a.etion. We'll deal
with that when that time

tomas."'

Forward Shawn Marion is
part of an in-season trade
for the second eonseeutive
year.

MIAMI Shawn
Marion's most memorable
play with the Miami Heat
was his last.
Hours after Marion's
last-second dunk lifted the
Heat past the Chicago
Bulls, he was traded Friday
to the Toronto Raptors in
exchange for Jer:maine
O'Neal, ending a weekslong
saga involving the eipected
deal.
NBA offic:iials approved
the swap Friday afternoon
by conference call, the Heat
said.
"'' developed an unbelievable relationship with
Shawn." Heat star guard
Dwyane Wade said in
Phoenix. where he's part of
Ani-Star weekend. "You're
sad to lose a friend on and
off the court. At the same
time. Shawn mll.d I jjust hac:ll
this conversation that it's
part of the business and we
knew iit was a possibility.
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In this week's publication, we bring to you
the lovely Liz as our Beauty Unlimited feature. Although you think you may know her
already, you really don't know her all. This
young lady enjoys making other people feet
good and has no problem being the focus of
attention. She .hopes to one day be a very
successful entertainer, either acting or Otherwise, and H that 'd oesn't happen, ·you can
bet Liz already has come up.wHh another
plan. When it comes to the man in her life~
Liz said he can't be phony and must be
intelligent, handsome and goal-oriented.
Congratulations to Liz as this week's Beauty
Unlimited feature.
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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SI.STER GERTHA
MAE WOODRUFF
Homegoing celebration for
Sister Gertha Mae Woodruff,
. who passed away on Saturday,
1 February 14, 2009, will be held
on Friday, February 20, 2009, ·
at 11 a. m. at Everett - Derr &
Anderson Fune~al Home, 5117
N. 22nd Street;. with Minister
.Donald Myles,' officiating.
Interment will be private. .
~ Sister Gertha Ma.e Woodruff
::X was born on July 1, 1925, in
C . Quincy, FL, to the late Everlen
Green.
·'·
Sister Woodruff accepted
Christ at an early age. She was
0 educated in the public school
~ system. She retired from the
Bartow Me~orial Hospital and
::X was a member of many auxilC iaries.
CJ)
She leaves to mourn her
W demise: 3 daughters, Bettye
:J Coleman (Morris), Mae
1- Jackson (Henry, deceased),
~ and Roberta Ellis (Homer) of
w Detroit, MI; 10 grandchildren,
> Henry Jackson (deceased), Iris
W Jackson (deceased), Teresa
C Durant (Eddie), Dorian Mason
W (Greg), Ronald Brewer (Terri),
:r:: Donald 'Myles · (Rhonda),
~ Adrian Williams, Sr. (Tequila),
m Arlene Jackson, Deborah
Jackson · and
David
~ Washington; 16 great grandchildren and 6 great, great
i= grandchildren; brother, Jonas
W Holt, Tallahassee; 2 aunts,
...J Ezella Green and Mary Lee
...J Green; and a host of nieces,
:J nephews, cousins, other rela~' tives and friends; and special
...J acknowledgement to Delores
W Holmes of Residential Care.
~ The viewing for Sister Gertha
1Mae Woodruff will be held on
z
w Thursday, February 19, 2009,
U) from 5-7 p. m. at Everett - Derr
<C & Anderson Funeral Home.
C
THERE WILL BE NO VIEWlNG AFI'ER THE EUWGY.
0
Family and friends are asked
...J to meet at the funeral home on
LL Friday, February 20, 2009; at
10:3oa.m.
EVERETT- DERR & ANDERSON FuNERAL HOME

fE .

z

a:

MR. WILLIE WESLEY
RUSSELL, SR.

Ph.

Harmon

Death
Notices
EVERETT- DERR &
ANDERSON
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Elizia Yvette Gilmore,
2919 E. Columbus Drive.
Mr. James Newton, 3905 E.
33rd Avenue.
Mrs. Gertha Woodruff, 9223
s~nd Street.

· HARMON
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Manuel Viquez, Tampa.

RAY WILLIAMS

FUNERAL HOME
. Mr. William N. Hodo,
Palmetto, FL.

,.

4

For several months, the
Federal Communications·
Commission warned consumers that they must'change
the manner in which they
receive signals for television
reception. The initial date of
conversion was . today,
Tuesday, February 17th.
·
However, the nationwide .
deadline has been extended
after President Barack
Obama signed legislation to
delay the transition until June .
12th. The extension gives consumers who have not already
obtained new televisions, a
converter box, cable, or satellite television some additional
time.
The new technology is .
referred to as digital television or DTV. DTV enables
broadcasters to offer better
picture arid so~nd quality as
well as multiple programming
choices.
Some television stations
are already broadcasting in
the new format. However,
e~fective on Friday, June
12, 2009, full power televi~
· sion stations will no longer
. broadcast in their current, ·or
, ~nalog form: . ' ~i.<-~:. ;;')!~:_,,(~?:·· ·.
~etailers may cciiltiiiueto
~ sell analog-only equipment
from .· t4eir .. _ ·iriyentory . .
.~: However, 'they are ):eqtiii:ed 1?Y ·
-law to' alert the consumer that .
, the. system .will 'not .op.era'te
with?l1t a converter ;!)ox;
.cable television.:', -:
..., : ··.· ;.

at.

STONE
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Drusilla Marshall, 406
E. James Street.

WILSON
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Vanester Hopkins,
Tampa.

,SentineiBtilletin

Funeral Home
626-8600

Dear Annette, happy birthday,February17fh.
From, family and a special
friend, Dave.

Subscribe Today!

(8131
232-8725
Fux (8 13) 231-0521

John W. Hm·mon. L.F.D.
James Harmon. L. F . D.
5002 N . 40th St.

ANNETIE
-

Homegoing service for Mr.
Willie Wesley Russell, Sr. of
3014 N. Morgan Street, who ·
passed
away . Tuesday,
February 10, 2009, will be held
Tuesday, February 17, 2009, at
11 a. m. at Wilson Funeral
Home Chapel, 3000 N. 29thStreet, with the Reverend _
Foster. Garvin, officiating.
Interment will follow in Rest
Haven
Memorial
Park
Cemetery.
He was preceded in death by:
his parents, Ernestine and
Willie Wesley Russell, Sr.;
wife, Gladys Russell; daughter,
Rosetine Russell; sister,
Beulah Jackson; mother-inlaw, Rose Cross-Callahan;
father-in-law,
Hezekiah
Callahan; and aunt, Mary Jane
Chandler.
He leaves to cherish memories of him: sons, Wilbert
Russell (Sally) of Los Angeles,
CA, Willie W. Russell, Jr. and
Earl W. Russell; and daughter,
Temple
Kay
Robinson
(Garrett), all of Tampa; a host
of grandchildren and great
grandchildren; niece, Anita of
Bainbridge, GA; nephews,
James, Michael and Wade of
Bainbridge, GA; cousins, Irene
Johnson and Bessie Rahmings,
all of Tampa; · other relatives
including, Mary Jones and
Amelia of Miami, the Akines,
Lewis, Hall and Gaines families; and many other sorrowing
relatives and friends .
A native of Bainbridge,
G:eorgia, Mr. Russell had
resided in Tampa for a number
of years. He was educated in
the
public
schools
of
Bainbridge, GA. At an early
age," he w.as converted and
joined St. John Missionary
Baptist Church. His Masonic
Affiliations include: Mt.
Pleasant Chapter #71 0. E. S.;
Mt. Pleasant Lodge #13 and
Joshua Chapter 32.
Friends are asked to assemble at the funeral home at
appro'ximately 10:45 a. m.,
today.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com '

2708 E. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JK. BLVD.
TAMPA, FL JJ610
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New Digital TV
Technology Nationwide
Deadline Extended

.,...

"The Vqice of Our Community
· Speaking fp_r Itself" .
''

.

Call:.(813) 248~1921

.[··

Converter BoWJ
Coupon Program
On January 1, 2008 through
March 31, 2009, consumers
can request two coupons
toward th·e purchase of converter boxes. The coupons are
. valued at $40.00 each.
The TV Converter .B.ox
Coupon Program is under the
new leadership of Anna
Gomez. One of Ms.
Gomez's top duties will be to
help facilitate the D1V transition.
www.ntia.doc.,
gov/press/2oog/NTIA Come
z ogo203.htm ·
The National Telecom.munications and Information
Administration
(NTIA) is responsible for
administering. the coupons.
AJlhouseholdsthroughoutthe
country are eligible for the
coupons . .
The coupons will expire
within 90 days of the date ··
. in. which they are mailed.
Anyone interested in-request-· ing coy pons can do so by
Internet, mail, telephone, or
by fax.
The telephone number is 1888-388-2009; deaf or hard
of hearing callers can .call 18Tl~530-2634; or 's panish 186(>-:495-iif>l. The fax :mlmber is 1-S77-DTV-4ME2 ·b877-388-4632). Those· ~ish
ing to inail arequest can send
it toP. 0. Box2ooo, Portland
OR 97208: Consumers wishing to request it online can
visit the ' website at
www.D1V2oog.gov. ·

: . .~

'. Countv Building Services'
,, Plant Citv OHice·To Close .
.As part of recent staffing
construction activity. reduCtions in Hillsborough
· Customers ' who use.the ·
County's .Building Ser\rices
Plant City office can ·either
Division, the Plant City satelvisit the Building Services
Division's Sc)tith Cb~nty
· lite office of.the Division will ·
be closed permanently as of
·Office at 410 30th· St:·S;E.,
March 16. The closure is
Ruskin, or its main offices in
necessary due to'significant · P ~ the NetPark.busine:Ss com-·
reductions in revenue and .. plex at 5701· E. Hill~b~rough
the continued downturn in
·"' Ave., Suite 1140, Tampa.

Tampa Area Parkinson's Disease
Support Group Meeting Planned
The February meeting of
the'Tampa area Parkinson's
· Support Group will be at 1
p.m.
on Wednesday,
Febrruary · 18, 2009; at
. Church of the Nazarene,
Himes Avenue (between
Sligh and · Hillsborough
. Avenues), Tampa. Our guest
speaker will be a licensed ·
nurse presently dealing with
PD herself, who will discuss
how she does so while continuing to work.

There
.are .
no
dues (a small . collection
taken), and light refreshments
are served. Anyone diagnosed
with Parkinson's Disease; or
his or her caregiver or family
members . are welcome to
attend.
For further information,
contact President Judy
Shaw at (813)' 931-1235- For
· better directions or to arrange
a ride, contact Adele Ida
· Walter at (813) 932-6902.

- ~

Air Force One Is One_
'Spinv Ride,' Obama savs
During the first couple of
weeks of his presiden cy ,
Barack Obama has made
good use of his "spiffy" new
ride.
•President Barack
Obama walks onto Air Force
One for his first flight as commander in chief.
The president, who has
made several trips around the
country in Air Force One, was
particularly excited during his
first trip on the plane as commander i.n chief when he flew
recently to the House
Democrats' annual retreat in
Williamsburg, Virginia.
"Thanks for giving-me a
reason 'to fly Air Force One,"
he told the House Democrats
after his flight, which took
him away from a week of
fighting for the economic
stimulus bill.
Donning a blue jacket with
the presidential seal on the
right and his name embroidered -on the left, Obama

.;,

-

President Obama boards Air Force One for his first journey.
came back to the press section of the plane shortly
before taking off for
Williamsburg.
WhiteHouse.gov: Obama's
first flights slide show
"Hey guys, what do you
think of my - this spiffy ride
he~e?" the president asked

the group of reporters traveling with him on the presidential plane.
Riding aboard Air Force
One is a treatJor the president, but also for the
reporters covering the White
House, said CNN'~ Ed
Henry.

Roilenes SinU~r Found Dead

One of the members of the
hit 1960s "girl group" The
Ronettes has died.
Estelle Bennett was 67
and a family member said
that police in New Jersey
found her dead in her apartment on Wednesday.
The cause of death has yet
to be determined.
Estelle Bennett teamed
up with her sister, Ronrlie
Bennett, and cousin, Nedra
Talley, to form the group
th~t was signed with Phil
Spector's label in 1963. ·
·R-onnie Bennett went on
.to .marry Spector in 1968
and kept his .name after their
..divorce in 1974. ·
.Spector produced the
· group's biggest hit, 1963's "Be
My Baby" using his famed
"Wall of Sound" recording
techpique. The Ronettes'
other hhs include "Baby I
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Woman Charged With Leaving
Kids In Van For Two oavs
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Channelside.Burulws
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.
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1Arrested, 2 wanted.·In
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H i ll s b oro u g h Co un ty
l>
Sheriff's deputies arrested
]J
-<
a woman last week, charging her with child n eglect
1\)
in co nnecti on with a
0
November incident involv0
tO
ing her three children.
Deputies report that
Frances Vivian Garcia,
35, was evicted from her
home in November and was
forced onto the streets with
her three children, ages 16,
FRANCES GARCIA
13, and 10.
Spokesperson Debbie
Carter said a friend
children were inside where
loaned Garcia a van to put
they'd been since she left
her things in until she
town.
found a new home. Garcia
Charges were direct filed
packed the van and then
. to the State Attorney's
left it in the friend's drive- .
Office who conducted their
way for two~ days while she
own investigation · and
went to a wedding out of
charged Garcia · with '
state.
neglect.
Deputies said when the
The children W:e in the
friend went to check the
custody of their faQI.er who
'T1
van, all three of Garcia's
. does not live with Garcia.

Tampa Police are search·· On February 8th,- a man
ing for two men burglarizentered
the
: Slade
ing
downtown
and . ·Condominium sale office at
Channelside businesses
119 North llthStreet and
during work hours.
.
started talking with an
Police said on Febrmiry
~ employee. He then left the
12th,'
entered a c6r~
office and report~dly used a
poi" ate building at 6Ql \_ ' screwdriver to br~~k into
North Ashley Drive and .
two businesses inside the
broke into several offi~e
·
·
same buildin·g.
spaces. He reportedly sto~e - . "' The suspeCt all_egedly
five laptops and concealed
·..
.
bus1.them inside· briefcase. ~ .· · . . :. _st9le cash form
_ · . ~ ~tt<?rney whoworks~ -;_ _nesses and left u~~etected
. . the building noticed th'e ;··:- -th;rou?h ~ b.ack d9?~· .
; · suspect e~iting the elevat'or: · ·~;. Pohce sru!i·~bo!h !.llen are
· ·
.
.
· :-.· pushing prjefcase .li~·:::::· ;suspects in , ~t }:~J,J,St five
· The Ronettes (l-r)- Estelle Bennett, RonmeSpector
and .. .·' ·hi
:,~ .. .a:....:· ·.·t::.::. ·. ·· t.. : ·
k;;;:o~ · · ~> :l'utglarizes i'll dri~ntown
.
-&
. s. tu~r .ue VIC 1m as I"~A . • . :"'. .
.
, •
N e d ra T:aII ey get.-read y to ta k e a b ow a ft er t h e1r penor- · · .t , '.: . t-h ·.. · .. t.h ';' · · ... :,,·. · ··· >and ·,. · · · ··.· ch·a· ,.,:.;...1 'd
· ··th · nd
R
k
...
_d
R
H
Of'
. ~ · see' . e ..case, _e .su.spe.,c t , ; . .~··. :·
.
.
...
·t:J:--:"'
s1 e.
mance o~stage at e 22
annua1 oc _.......
o 11 a 11
·
·. rte' dl..
k ·ff· · · fi ·'" ·· ·o t " t'
· ·· '>·ri · ·
Fame Induction Ceremony in New York in 2oo7 .
repo . .:Y ~oo o on ?ot\ ,:: . . e. ec Ives ~re '~J{a _1_1nm.g
. Pohce 'srud a second mali· ' .. evidence to deternune If
is
being s~ught for a se.riJs · .:· the suspects at~·:w~rking
Love You" and "Wqlking in
album.
of
burgiarizes . in . the
:,-~ogether to comn'lit these
the Rain" and they recorded
The Ronnettes were
· :·:. . . burglaries.
holiday standards· featured on
inducted into the Rock and · Chamielside district., ·
~.
~:!--- ..~ :~ ·~ -~··:· ...
Spector's hit Christmas
Roll Hall of Fame in 2007.
.
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.AIIJ
elled Ganu ~Membt:r
· Siirrenders·To Police

HOUSTON -- A man has been arrested
.. '·
in· connection with a woman's kidnapping
PA~
CO
COUNTY··~in the River Oaks area nearly one year ago,
Andrew Montalvo, one i:lf.
KPRC Local2 reported Friday.
eight alleged gang mem~ .
Houston police said two men approached
the worrian as she took a walk on Del Monte
bers indicted last week
Drive at about 7 a.m. on Feb. 28. A third
federal g~n and drug , · ·
man was also involved in the attack, investicharges, turned, himself in ·
gators said.
tq authorities in Newarkj
"I noticed them. pull toward me, going
N~w Jersey Friday . .. ~· ~.: 'J' ·
the wrong way down one way," she said.
Mo~talv~, 23, had ·bee~ :.
"Then they b'acked up, jumped out and
negotiating his surrender'
grabbed me."
· with the Bureau of Alcohol,
The w0man was stuffed in the trunk of a
Clayton Hanley, Luis Salcido And Adam
car, police said. ·
Tobacco, ·, Firearms and .• '
·
·
·
: .'_ . ·
· Clayton Haulcy, 26, has been arrested Herrera:
. ·· :,
Explosives. ·He faces four
· and charged with aggravated kidnapping.
ANDREW
MOl'IT~VO
·
counts of distribution of
His bond was set at $15o,ooo.
· /
,
cocaine and'possession of a
: . , ..
Police are still looking for 29-year-old Luis Salcido and 46-year-old Adam Herrera . . ; · ·· . .; · ·
. Valenth1e.· Bloods -'s.treei
The men·first met in prison, where they hatched a plot to kidnap someone for ransom monE)y; inve~tiga- . firearin b 'felon for his
alleged acti~ities with the
gang in Pasco County.
tors said. .
·
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8N Crime

Alleged 'Govams' Arrested
After Police Pursuit
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YADRICK D. CRAWFORD
•••Rele&Sed on bond

ANIWAN A. PLEAS

DONfE M. BINGHAM
••• Held with no bond

•.• Held with no bond

A police chase that began
• in the ~;ounty on Friday
;)!:; fJfternoon ended in East
'""' Tampa. Three men were
~ . taken into custody after
u. they ran into a house in the
0 2400 block of. N: 19th
Z Avenue. ·
,
· · ..
According to a press · ··
~ release from the Tampa .
c.. Police Department, the ·
chase started in Brandon
~ after deputies observed an
..., alleged stolen • vehicle.
Police said the Ford Taurus shown in this photograph was
~ Deputies pursued the vehi-·
abandoned by the suspects in a vacant lot on N. tc}th Avenue.
w cle into East Tampa. The
{ij ~uspects allegedly d:tpve the
vehicle to :.a vacant lot,
· cupied structure; 3 counts of
Crawford was released
where all -three occ.~pa.Rts · burglary; and 3 counts of
from jail after posting bond.
:z: apandoned it and rail: into a ' grand theft.
·
·However, ·both Bingham
~- . house adjacent to the lot. ·
Bingham was charged
and Pleas are being held
Police said the vehicle,
With grand theft of a motor
without bond.
.
~ . which had been stolen from
vehicle; burglary; 2 courits
Pleas has a long criminal
Q. a .home in North Tampa,
of grand theft; aggravated
history. On December 31, ·
· Z · contained evidence 'of recent
fleeing and eluding; ·aggra2007, he was involved in, a
i= · burglarie's including flat
vated assault on a law .
high-speed
chase involving a
: ~ screen T.Vs'; variou's elecenforcement officer; leaving
stolen
vehicle
that resulted
...1 tronic items, and numerous
the scene of an accident
in
the
vehicle
crossing the
cartons of cigarettes.
with injury; leaving the
center
lane
of
E;·
..J
Yadrick
Devon · scene of an accident with
Hillsborough
Avenue
and
w Crawford, . 22; Donte
property damage; and dricolliding with oncoming
~ Maurice Bingham~. 22, and
ving with a suspended
traffic.
Antwan Adam Pleas, 21,
license.' .
Donte Bingham suffered
w }\'ere taken into. custody. All
Pleas was charged with 3 .
a tragedy in his life in 2006,
0 ··: three suspects were transcounts of burglary; 3 counts
when his twin brother,
ported to. the Hillsborough
of grand theft; and.criminal
County Jail and face numerDexter Bingham, was
mischief.
pus charges. : ..-.., :.... ,:
.
murdered ·at the Belmont
Police said all three men
: .. Crawford was charged
are members of the
Little League during an ·
with trespass!Pg'in an unoc"Goyams" gang.
event.
:·; .. .:1 ;t:.·.
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·. Bodv 01 Man ·Killed 'In Accident Still unclaimed
.·.

ftAbout t,;~·.,~-~~.ks - ago, ·-~- .: ~
Frank Stanberey; ~3; was -~- · ·
walking' in E~~t Tampa .:·
when. car. hit .hhn head-- . ..
. I.
on. Stanberry was thrown ~ ·
~00 feet thro\1gh tl;le ai_r
and died f~ce down. His leg
was found yards away from -'
accident scene.' ·· - ~ : ·
:.' The driver, who was
found later .a nd accused of
<Jriving ·w hile intoxicated,
reportedly told police ."1
just killeg a man:."· . •·
FRANKST~ERRY ·
~- Stimbei-ry ·is· believed to
••• No family members have
be a homeless
and his
been located.
famiJy mErr~bers ·ll,ave not
. been located. . .
:· ._ .:
examiner officials have
. Eric Wilkerson, 38, was
turne<;l to databases in·
~ charged '. w'i th · ·' - DUI
hopes of locating family
members of Stanberry.
w manslaughter iu the acciCJ dent.
't
However, bookings from
jail, addresses to halfway
~
Detectives and medical

a

.

':

·~

the

man

Man Charged With
Kidnapping, .Molesting
Disabled ·woman
On Friday, Tampa Police
interviewed a man at the
scene of an alleged attack
on a disabled woinan. The
attack occurred at the corner of Cypress Street and
Dale Mabry and the victim
is legally blind, deaf, mute
and wSlks with a cane.
Tampa Police said the
. victim, a 40-year-old
female, was sitting on a
bench waiting for a bus
when a man app~oached
her 'on foot. Police said the
victim said she thought the
inan was a co-worker offering her a ride to work.
The man started guiding
the woman to his car and
she realized he was ·not a
co-worker. Police said she
tried to get away from him,
but. he forced her into the
_vehicle and allegedly fondled her. ·
·

The victim
screamed and
tried to get out
of the vehicle.
The · suspect
drove across
the street into
the parking lot
of another gas . LUIS
station. There, MENDEZ
th'e victim was
able to jump out of the car ·
and run into the store. She
wrote in a note that someone had tir:ed to abduct and
rape her, - and gave a
description of the suspect
and the car.
An officer spotted the car ·
and arrested the alleged
suspect.
Luis Mendez, 49, was
charged with f~lse imprisonment, and lewd and las-.
civious molestation of a dis- abled person.

Robberv suspect In custodv ,.
Tampa Police arrested a
man on an armed robbery
charge Monday morning
Police said ·the suspect
robbed a 74-year-old .
Hispanic female· February
14th. After she left the
Value Pawn on · 40th
Street, police said .the suspect grabl;led her purse. as
.

.

.

she walked to
her car.
Deondre
\
Smtth, 19, has
be.en charged
with a·rmed
robbery and is DEONDRE
being held in SMITH
jail with his
bond set at $17,000.

.

.

Sulphur Springs Man·
Accu.sed If Child Abuse
On Saturday, Tampa
cheek, then
Police arre ste d Jo'ar
punched her
Judas Michel, · 24, chargin the face.
ing ll,im with felony child
As
'the
abuse,' felony interference
woman
with custody, felony wi tclimbed into
ness tampering and misdethe car to
meanor domestic battery.
1 e a v e , Jf;>'ARJUDAS
Michel .. MI,C HEL :
Michel was arrested iii
connection with an incident
r e portedly
at
his .' home
last ~: began unbuckling the 1-·.
Wednesday. In theinciyear-old while the car was .
dent, police said Michel.
moving. The womarl
became upset with ·his
screamed for the driver to
estranged wife while she · · stop and called · police.
was buckling their ·child
Michel grabbed ·. the
into his car seat. .
woman by her ponYtail 'a nd ·
. smashed her cell phone,
· Police said MicHel poked
his· estranged wife in the
police s8id.
·

ERIC WILKERSON
••• charged .with
DUI
manslaughter Stanberry's
death.

in

houses, Social Security
payments, hospitals and
nursing homes, welfare,
and the department of
Veteran Affairs have been
tinsuccessful.

uThe Voice of Our Comtnunity
Speaking for Itself'

Call: (813) 248-1921
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NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS
Hillsborough Community
College is accepting
• proposals for the following :
RFP # 2492-09
Gymnasium Bleachers,
Dale Mabry Campus
Due Date: 03/13/2009
before 3:00 p.m.
·· For more ·information, please
visit our website at:
httr;://www.hccfl.edu/dao/admin-andfinance/departments/purchasing.aspx

and click on
"Current Solicitations."

NOTICE OF
NONDISCRIMINATORY
POLICY AS TO
STUDENTS
The Paideia School of Tampa
Bay, Inc. admits students of
any race, color, national
and ethnic origin to all the
rights, privileges, programs
and
activities
generally
~ accorded or made available
to students at the school. It
does not · discriminate on
the basis of race, color,
national and ethnic origin
in the
administration
of
its
educational
policies,
admissions
policies,
scholarship
and
loan
programs, and athletic and
other school administered
programs.

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
INVITATION TO BID

.

The SCHOOL BOARD OF HiLLSBOROUGH COUNTY, seeks
;ealed bids from. qualified bidders for the Various Roof
Replacement Projects at Manri Middle. School · and Van Buren
Middle School. . The ScOpe 'includes .re-roofing, edge metal, and
roof drain work at selected building locations. The estimated c;onstruction cost is between $204,722 and $477,684.
Qualified firms can submit bids to the Hillsborough County
Public Schools (HCPS) Procurement Department on the 3rd Floor
of the Raymond 0 . Shelton, School Administrative Center,
901 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33602, until
.bid opening at 3:00P.M. on Wednesday, March ·18, 2009. The
bid documents include specific bid submittal requirements .
HCPS maintains general requirements applicable to
all construction=related' bids on the HCPS web site
at http:/1168.254.1.35/documents/standardslindex.htm.
HCPS will host a non-mandatory pre-bid conference at
1:00 P.M. on Wednesday, March 4, 2009 at Mann Middle
School, 409 East Jersey Avenue, Brandon, Florida 33510 and
2:30 P.M. at Van Buren .Middle School, 8715 North 22nd Street,
Tampa, Florida 33604, fOllowed by a tour of the job site .
Attendees must sign in and present a photo ID to gain access to
the conference.
Bidders must submifa bid bond equal to 5% of the bid with
their bid. Bids over $100,000 must include the costs of required
· surety bonds. The successful bidder must also provide evidence
6f required insurance prior t_o proceeding with the work. The -bid
documents provide specific requirements for bid and surety
bonds, ·ancj insuran~:

. :i Bidders are subject to the HCPS Small Business
Encouragement Program, as described in the bid documents.
Bidders may obtain up to two (2) complete sets of .
bid documents In PDF format on CD at no cost from
Shannon Smith, Reliable Greup, LLC /Architects, 309 South
Willow Avenue, Tampa, Florida 33606; Phone: (813~ 226-2220;"
Fax (813) 259~0003.

Avc:>n Representatives
Needed All Areas!

NOTICE OF MEETING
NOTICE is hereby given that a Public Meeting, pursuant to
the requirements of F.S. § 212 .055, and as provided by
F.S. § 286.011 , wili be held at the time, date and place shown
below:
DATE: Tuesday, February _24, 2009
TIME: 9:30a.m.
PLACE: Tampa Genera Hospital
2 Columbia Drive
·
Conference Room B301
Tampa, Florida 33606
This meeting is being held for the purpose of budgeting
resources for the rendition of Charity Care.
·
The Public is invited to attend, and Public comment js
welcome. Comments will be restricted to the subject matter of
this notice. Persons who may wish.to appeal any decision made
·at the meeting are responsible for facilitating preparation of a
verbatim transcript of the meeting. The meeting wiU adjourn after
the last request comment has been h_ear.

r·-· .

MARYELLEN EllA
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

· Private Pre-School &
Kindergarten In The West
Tampa/North Hyde Park .
Area se~ks Part-Time
Teacher/Director. Must
Have Director's Credential.
Call 251-3592
For More lnformaiion
'TI
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· Gre.at "Fixer .,Upper" Deals ~ ::::! .
z
www.rehabbersuperstore.com ' .m
~
-

Dated this 4th day of February 2009.
Florida Health Sciences Center, Inc.
Linda Lawson, Acting-Secretary

.

;[..

' I

Kenny Rushing
813.675.7040

•CD
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··•''1A .. Tampa·

-~ Housing
~~·

fiulhorily

Advertisement
Solicitation No. IFB-FY2007 -11

The S~minole Apartments Interior Floor Finish Replacement
The Housing Authority of the City of Tampa is inviting qualified

G~neral Contractors to submit sealed bids for Seminole
Apartments Interior Floor Finish Replacement project. Interested
Contractors may obtain a copy of the bid documents by contacting
the Authority's Contracting Office located at 1529 West Main
Street, Tampa, Florida 33607 or calling 813 251-0551, ext 390.
Bid documents will be available for pick up after 2:00 .PM. on
Monday February 16, 2009. Qualified Contractors may do so
at this time. The bid documents will be available for review at
THA offices. In order to bid, the complete set of documents must
be submitted.
· There will be a pre-bid conference and site visit on
Wednesday, February 25, 2009, at 10:00 A.M., in the Seminole
Apartments Management Offic~ located at 4706 Muskogee Ct.
Tampa, Florida 33610.

;:::!
z

6 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure!
$55,500!
Only $445/Monthly!
5% Down
15 Years At 8% APR

"0

c
·CD
r-

For Listings Call
800-366-9783 Ext H489

~

.....
c

Plant High
School District
South Tampa

m
rn

c
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Rent To Own/Lease Option
Totally Remodeled
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Garage · ·

.Z

0

:'TI

:::o ·

a

~

Good Credit, Bad Credit
No Credit
(813) 731~1653
Military Veterans
No Down Payment
Special FHA Programs

The deadline for submitting sealed bids is March 10, 2009, at
2:00 P.M., Eastem Standard Time.

Own A Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Home
Ma.riy :Areas
Prices & Sizes
Free Pre-Qualifying -

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF TAMPA IS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

c;;
m
c
m
<
.m

::::1: ·

Questions regarding this solicitation must be put into
Writhing and directed
. to Authority's Contracting. Office at fax
number (813) 367-0788.

I'

.

W~iter Brewer
LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS ................ EMPLOYMENT

THE SCHOOL BOARD OF
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,·FLORIDA...

·,

AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

Wholesale Properties
To The Public

HCPS reserves the right tp award the bid to. the lowest and/or
. best respo~sible bidder,· to waive any informality OJ irregularity in
any bid, or to reject any and all bids received.
!·

Call 813~832-4282
Or E-mail

Midland Realty
(813) '766-2033

HOMES FOR. SALE/RENT ..................... : ·~)S:A~TMENTS
DUPLEXES ~ .................;........... ·ROOMS FOR RENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES ... LEASE OPTIONS ETC.

ADVERTISE IT IN THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN.
ADVERTISERS .....
/

.'

I

I'·'M'i!%f11·'4''·H 11
Rent To Own
Lease Option
Seminole Heights

- Totally Remodeled

USF Area
- Section 8 Special

Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

Spacious Townhouse

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Good Credit, Bad Credit
No Credit

2 Bedrooms/1% Baths
CHA; Utility/taundry Room
Private Patio
Rent $750.00

(81 3) 731-1653

(813) 968-1.168

Down Pay~ent

-

2 Bedroom/2% Bath
Water Front Condo

Garage AVaila·b~· WoH
Boat Slip, Pool, ·Tennis .

.And Pl~ground ~
$79,900

Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639
(718) 781-6934
$302/Mo nthlyl

4 Bedroom/3 Bath
Foreclosures!
5% Down

- 2/1--

131ST Ave. & 20TH St.
University Mall Area

Palm River Area

.

3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home .
Garage, CHA
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced Yard
Section 8 Welcome

2/1Yz Townhouse
Great Floor Plan
CHA; WDH

at2 ~ 4!2

Ready Now
Section 8 Special
$750.00/Monthly

<.Also.- .
Clean Rooms ·F or Rent

SeCtion 8 OK

-

WID Hookup·,· Fenced, Patio _
. .
·.., ·- ..·-···
.·
•;'

Water Included
$775.00
Section 8 Welcome

:.

Ne'I(,P~pt,

Feru~c( No Pets
..:~.rjlH?K·
• . ... -~ • ..-x - r-·

. (~13)~
2/1 Great Location

AJC And·Heat .
- AI Appl~nces .
washer Hook-up & More
$595.001Menthly

·: Ybor: CitY

~ 3. eecir00ms11" ·Bathroom

• Please Call
Joanne Walker

- (813)259-4663 Ext 118

-.-·· -~- :,..~· ay···,-:,~·_;_,:.-J

......,._iCWcCIIIII(ec:tloaLcaa

3503 East t1U. ~wnue
llore lllfcNin.ilon

Must Seelll·

- f't~ - -

2.Bedi'OOmsl1 Bath

Sulpbur~-Aiu
: ·!

.' ~ 2 Bedroonifi%"- Balh
l ,; Townhouse For-_
Lease
;~ Gaited~ ·

No Pels

A Low $720.00 .
. ' Section 8 ~
. ·,Security ~~:00

:: '·: $25.00~~
0
- . .
~

· Wood Floors. L.cirge Yard

.

Cal,,.~, 7~

(813) 610-4319

813 2676553

(813) 885-5226

2 Bedroom/1 ~ath Home
Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
CarPort
$750.00/ Monthly
$500.00/Deposit

Seminole Heights
3 Bedroom/ Bath
CHA, GaragE!'
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Accepted

Call 813-326-6141
3301 East 27th Avenue

4 BedroomS/2 Bat'l
6 Car Parking, CofJler Lot
Great Location For
School Children
$1 ,000.00/Security
Section 8 Welcome
Mike(813}2~8

SentineiBuiietin
AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS
~lSI!f:i{M~l~:~;:~wm:~ ~~~~~~~~~-~~!~j~jj~~§~;1~~[~;j~t~:~

·Own For Less Than Rent

t~:-::=/l~~:~jl1~~~~A~~*~~~~i~~~\~:··~t~

2701 E. AetttlerAV&.. (1)
11110 Causeway lki (Bl ·
- 12008 E. Brclnl:kln ~ (~
1601 W. Kemetif Bhd (I)

(9a!Xbn Seffner. Riverview& Vc!n:o}

Down Payment Assistance_
Easy.Qualify

'

(813).802~

$1,400.001Monthly
Includes Basic Cable
2 Story
3 Bedroomsl2%.Balh
2CarGarage
Wood Floors Throughout
r-11

_,

11720 Dr. Mll(_.l-. BNd (S)
949E.~AVa.(8)

· $500.00 Down We Pay
Closing Cost And

· CaD Now Many Homes

CTanpa. &cmon & Selmer)

SWeet Bay

(BruCe B. oOv..ls Blvd.JHi!llland P~.

:;

=W=dl=•~a;:c~@j~Ju~ · .__D.._-Sectiol
...(8!.3....",_~_:_~_-_ _
www.fiH••iod
III~Vi:;:JCW~O...
~

(813) 784-5076

Shell Gas. ·
_
: (Bruce B. Dool..m Blvd.JS~ Rd.}

~HK~n

$800.001Monthly

. •. $600.001Deposit
Includes Washer & Dryer
. Garbage Qisposal

can (813) 335-0076

Thomas Luft
(813) 634-4050
(813) 495-7481..

can {813} 770:..2o03 · ·Or (813) 713-4055

To Choose From
-

0

.

: Comer Lot & Fenced Yard
Security Deposit $500.00
Section 8 Is Ok

:..

2/1 - Home
Recently Renovated, CHA
$750.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
No Section 8

..

G.HA.
~sheriPIY~"'"~99k-up

: 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$650.00/Monthty
$300.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

8422 N·. Semmes Street

Call813-220-3633

2, 3, 4 BeCiroom Homes
And AJ;artnierits
. ~~: ~

CHA, WDH
$1 ,200.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable

2 Bedroo_
m Townhorne ·
.. ·Ale, Carpet, Tile

can (813)-MS-:32&5·

1616 East ldell Street

Busch Gardens Area
3/1 Available April
Section 8 Welcome

4 Bedrooms/2 Bath

Spacious, Remodeled

Secti~~ -~ VV~t~me ·

1912 W est Cherry·Street

For Listings Call

$950.00/Monthly ·

3 Bedroom/2 Bath ·

Hook-up
' ~ ~·. ~ · {·· ..· : ;
·Centrci.Meat..And·Air · ·

800-366-9783 Ext 5649

4/1 - Highland Pines ·

3414 East 9th Avenue
Available Immediately

USF Area

Washer/D~er

Call For Info
(81 3) 220-8658

Call (813) 877-9192
Or (813) 877-3406

81 3-968-1168

4 Bedro<5till ·2 Sath Horrye

More Homes Available

$1,000.00 Per Month

(813) 244-6649

Call (813)-.6 90-3320

: Apartment·\~

$1 ,395.00/Monthly
Section 8 Welcome

Fo r Listings·
800-366-9783 Ext R592

(813) 968-1168

Homes For Rent

5 Bedroom/3 Bath
$35,500!

Large Remodeled 3/1
Section 8 ~eady
... Front Porch, WID Hookup
$975.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit

15 Years@ 8% APR

(813) 267-4488

FOR REN

Spacious 5 Bedroom/2 Bath
. 1,450 SF - Lease Option

3905 E. Powhattan
5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

2 & 3 Bedroom Homes
Fenced Yards
WDHICHA
Move IIi Specials
References Required

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$11,000!

East MLK Area

Call (813) 748-2945

1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments

Assistance Availa~le

-

4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
Fenced Yard

5909 U. S. H~ 301 S (R)
625 W. M.LK. k. Btvd. (1)
25o2 W. Hiflst:xlnx.9t Aw. (1)

5502 E. Fowler Ave. (1)
. 4001 E. Busch Blvd. (1)
2911 E. Fowler Ave. (1)
-. 715 Brarldon Blvd. (B)
715 W. M.LK. k . Blvd. (S) .
2725 N. MacOil Ave. (1)
611 S. Howard Ave. (1) ·

i- --1
C8"ancbl Sefh!r.lavaview& Vatico)
6929 U.S. ~ ~1 N.1R)
2535 w. Br.nbl BMi (Y) .
1101 E. Bloouiugcille BMi (B)
. 1247 Kingsway BMi (S)
11m E. M.LK. k. BMi (S)
2o5 E. .AieianJer st. Plat City
597 s. Wheeler st. Plant City

8885 N. fbida A>ii..
- . . ffi... '
..

:~

...

HARlllle Temnt
(UrMfsity Alea)-~-
t

-.t

AM)-·--

HARllNT...._ .

{East lake
. Orient Jill. OriaN •~·r

FahmgJal. ~At
241-m~-~

VA Hosp8l, 56'- M311!11th\•

..

RMirPines~«JJhS.W

Crio Place. 21•A~~- . ·'f
.L.Y~If*..~~

f:piptawyAnns,.... ~

tm. Canwn_ ~.. .,~
Sl Jos.Jph ....... tdi.W~
r.,._Gan.~-~~

'"' ..

. .. ..

----------------------------------~------------------------------------~----------~~
c:

l+·t·t·l@fi#·h'dMiil ~~~

DUPLEXE

"T1

m

Sulphur Springs Area

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street

402 West Amelia Avenue

. 3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
WID Hook-up
$1,1 00.00/Monthly
. $1 ,000.00/Deposit

Very Clean
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Burglar Bars, NC
Cafpet, Tile
$550.00/Monthly
$50. 00/Deposit

Section 8 Accepted
(813) 9P0-6926 -

Rooms For Rent

2. Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex

Near Bus Line
$100.00 And $125.00
Weekly+ Deposit $50.00

CHA, Utility Room, WDH,
Starting At $375.00
On-Site Laundry And
Convenient To Everything

$725.00 Monthly

I

~:~ .· 2/tffiP.~utment :,
·R ecent_ly·Renovated

Ft. .

·8~0- Sq.

·· M~ve In Ready

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Apartments
· $800.00/Monthly
$400·.00/Deposit

,:-'" -~~ .,. .

..

Call 493-0912

- :

I .

' 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath. ·
Central Heat And Air
,_.. . OniY'4750.90/Monthly
. , S~tlon 8 Weleome

· T~ke MLK To 26th, (Tu~n ·
· . Ait-Jay From .l.,ibrary), Take ·
26th To Genessee.
Call (813) 249-9958

813-244-4551 ·

-~-~-~

.

~·

..

.. -

.

_..

.

EHO

~

Home

ro

-

,. ~- .._ Large_Kitchen ;;~
"T1
--. Patio/Parking Available_ • r .
.0
$75.00- $100. 007W~ekly
·:::0
Deposit' Negotiable , ·
•

•

...

..

...

)>

0

Nice Area
Section 8 Only

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WDH,_CHA
$650.00/Monthly .
+ Security Deposit .
.- Contact: Bobby . ·
(813) ~53-582_3
2508 -12th Avenue Apt A
: ·· ·--_. ~:: YbOr City '":'<" ·.- ·
,; :~·,?' ~~-:~·~·:.
,"
.-.
I,··
·
.2 Bedroor'n/1 Bath
· · .-- ... Remodeled cHA
- '
.. ,. · $soo.oo!Monthly
· ~-: ·. ·$600.00/Deposit ·, ·
¥.<1 ~ . .. ..
.
.
.· · Seniors Preferred
0

-4 .

MustHave Reliable
· Source Of Income

NC, Cable, ._ Ph~ne

c

Utilities Included
$1 00. 00/Weekly

>·

looking· ··To ~ locate -'
Re-Locate:
·Busine~s. ·
Give U.~ A Call - we·May· .
Have The Space You Need.

Or ·

Y:o.ur

·A~e Y~lJ J~ter~~t~~?
1~J.iJ:~~pa P~'rk- Pi~ ,.: :

· · Tamp~,~F,Iorida 33605 .• ·
','

. -.

~.. .

. \.

··.1~71.'

· Close To Transportation
And Shopping

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
$650.00/Rent

i
!

:

. TelephQne(a13) 229-184& '··, ·
Flod~a T,lec:ommunlcatlons
· · :Reiay Inc;
TTY 1-800·9&&-8771 . ~x.
Voice 1-800-955-877~) ' . · . ,
SpaniStr1-877·955-8773 ·:

-

·'

• ;, ••

'·CHA WID 'cable

~:- ... •

I

.

I 1.

· \' ~:. : All Utilities Paid
,. · ··· :':Next To Bus Lines
: . · : :, --~Quiet N eighborhood

·; : :i. :-:?J;$140.00/Weekly
· ;;.

·
·· ...· ': Private Entrance · ·
. ·: ).··

$300.00/Deposit .··-

r

(ii

~

$400.00/Monthly
Plus Security ·

c:

m

~--~~----~~--~
~
Ybor Helg~bf , _· · . ··· 6
.

Large/Furnish~d:~ociMs · ?<
. Utilities/Launiicy':'; •_.,··.. ·
Facilities · l~cl~!:f~d ..
Kitchel) Use · ··
$110 - $140 W~ekly .
Deposit t 1 We~k-ftent
. CaU(813) 247.4724
- •.: !-

. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ~TE
._. $8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ .,.,

(301 & Fowler)

(813) 968-t168

en
c
~
>
z
c

Includes Utilities/Cable
Available lmrriedjately

~-

. : ·. (813) 478-1286

Thonotosassa ·

NC'

m

<
m
~

Close To Transportation

Call (813): 244-9335

Quiet; Nice Yard & Patio,
1/1 W/DH,
Window .Heat And
Water l.ncluded
Section 8 Special
$500.00/Rent

:z::
c

Room For Rent

Devin (813) 516-1550

~ .~:

m

Sulphur Springs Area

Cleanl Cable TV
Tiled Floors
No Deposit
$125.00/Weekly

.Includes Water •

· For Appiica~on lnfonnati~n ·
-~- Pi'a~ Contacf ".:·;J; .:·
· Tampa P~rk Apa-rtment> Inc.
. :·

.M ove-In Special · .

.,c:z

·m

Immediate Move-In Special

Availa.b,•e · : : : l,.a~ge ,
commetci•i ·· space . T.o ·
Ac~om~odate
M(>ist ·; .
~usi_J:lesS; T~pes. ::. • ·::~.. :

:::!

813 598 4262

Busch Gardens
Temple Terrace Area

2002 East 1421id Avenue

r
r
m

Kitchen, Ceiling_Fans
$85.00 oe·posit $100.00 And Up Weekly

Call (813) 850-4491

:Busch Gardens Area
PlantcliY.
·
· ·· · · Falr.Grounds ·

Ill

Queen Beds," ·

Grant Park Duplexes

pptr'on~;-::.< ___, . , ,. : _~!<:r,;_:
Tampa ·P~tk Pl~·zi{Has

z ..

m
rI

CHA, WDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
0 Deposit

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Tampa ·P ark Apartments
CHA,WDH
Is Conveniently located In
$500.DO/Deposit
Ybcir CitY; A Short Walk To .
$900.00/Monthly
Includes
The . Down~own Central
Water, Sewer/Trash
J3usiness ..orstrict And A
... Trol}ey ~'! ~lde From The
·Section 8 OK ·
Excitem·ent Of Cha·nnel
..
Side·· whh·.; its Colorful · .. !
.(813) 960-1579
Entertah)ment And Dh\log
Adran Management In~.

m-

z

. ·Room F!)r Rent."
·Central @ 1-275

(813} 789-3879 '
'.
...

(813) 318-1523

'

,. L~rge Rooms For .Rent·
~est Tampa Area

3 Bedroqms/1 Bath

· · "A Great Place
cail
And

Floribraska. & Nebraska
(Off•i-4)

·$460.00/Monthly ..
+Deposit

~

s·

Call (813) 690-2833

Gated, Pool
· Laundry ·Facility & More
M ention This Ad
For Move-:ln Sp.e cial

· Ybor City Area ·
!
•.
. ..
.
. Rooms For Rent :
\ .
~~
2 Bathrooms .:-:· ·. ·

~-

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Very Clean
$750.00/Monthly
$180.OOtWeekly
All Utilities Included

·,

•.

Call 813-770-0375 . ·. ·

.1 Bedroom/$435.00
...
Minimum Income Required
· :. · ·-$1 :·s(io.oo_-. · _·. _

.

Vnive~ty Area
· Loft Apartment -

-

••

Adjacent To Southgate
· . Shopping Center

(813) 986-9431

CD

_Call (813) 965-5931
Or (813) 247-3581 .

.

Apartment

Application . ·

0
0

. Single Occupancy ·
Com·forta~h:f Wtth : ·~ ·.:
A!C And Heat' · · ·

~

---. 6~1i (8l3,)_-310-966o ·

1

Str,eet

2 B~drOOITlS/1 Bath, Clean
Large Backyard
Quief Neighborhood
$600.00/Monthly
$600.00/Security .
. WSG Included

Water & Trash Included!!'!! •
Very Low Deposit!

. New_Port Richey
:southgate Senior .
Apartments,
62
. .
. +

. -

Genesse~

Unit-#A

ns
. New Ceiling Fa_
$575.00/Monthly

. (8j'3). 267 -6~s3
' Grant Park
Apartment For Rent

26_
1 9.E.

. . ·"'

·' Call Ko..Win'

~

......

F:urnished ._ .
Room For Rerit

(81~) 223-52.1 4

Newly Renovated
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile Floors
New Appliances

' 67o:potMonthly .
~- $400.00/Deposit
- , No Section a ·

~

2104 Palmetto Street #A

Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
·No Problemll
FREE APPLICATIONil

•

)>

Phone 813-234-9339

Call (813) 391-7046
,, .{F-

~

c: ·

N

$350.00.Deposit

Call (813) 971-5254
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West Tampa
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· Tuesday Edition - F_riday @ 3:00 P~M.
:· Friday Edition - Tuesday@ 3:00 P.~.
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MORTGAGE
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Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:
1000 East 26th Avenue

>;'

~

Please Call
(813) 494-3343

.f3.
- ::I
1-

Ybor City ,Area

DNA Paternity Testing

Beds
Twin
Full .
Queen
King
Bunk Beds

Legal or personal testing
available. Results in just
3 DAYS . No Co ll ection
Fees in Tampa .
NO
BLOOD! ·Payment options
available.

$50.00
$60.00
$75.00
$95.00
$150.00

Call (813) 310-0991

'
http://dnatestingsolutions.coni

Very Clean Rooms
For Rent
With Private Entrance
Senior Citizen Discount

'·

Call (813) 244-7388

I I;lfl·'u.]

'i

[.]:I IBil

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE
Complete Air Conditioning
. & Heating·Service
On All Makes And Models
;:

.

Call (813) 620-1866
.LIC #CAC 1814465

_ Tarpley's AIC
: (813) 238-7884
'
.
Commiltet;tTo Excellence
In Sales & Sei.vice
New -·& Used &·s
.. Same Day··
Finan~ing Available

'

I

..J

w

z
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DNA Testing
1-3 Rooms
ONLY - $24.95
· No Hidden - CHARGES!

Paternity Test
We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans
24-Hour Service
Monday - Saturday

·call (813) 325-4330

CHILD CAR

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753

Ola Barnum Gimblet
Family Daycare
Enr?llment Spe~ial
Infants- 12_Years .Oid
6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m .
Meals ~ Snacks Provided .

Dlmservices91 ~yahoo.com

Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Lie # FHC4311963

(813) 829-6337
. Residential And
Commercial Compl~te
Electrical Service

MAKE YOUR
VACATION
OR FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE ·

C§

CALL JANICE
FOR GREAT
RATES IIIII

0:

813-_985-893~

813~248-5877

Lie# CAC 009430

g

N
N

w
~

~

X-Rays, Fluoride
Also Provides
Fillings, ~xtractions
Specialists & More.

813-980-9070 .

Call (813) 784-8339
. I Buy Junk Cars .
Top Dollar
Cars For Sale
Pick Up Of Appliances
And Metal

(813) 224-0948
Refer A Friend
To Receive A ·Discount

Call (813) 458-2579
Private Investor
"TOP" $CASH$
· up to $1,5oo.oo
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Mqtorcycles
Running Or Not
FREE! Pick Up 'Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
7 Days A Week

Wants Income Property .
:

Will Look At

Any/All Condition

Call (813) 960-3762
Learn How To
Create Wealth Investing
In Real Estate

Phone (813) 245-9761

Serious Inquiries Only

(813) 770-3481

Cleanings, Exams

We· Rid Your Home
Of Roaches And .
They Stay Gone! .

Trucks And Vans

Must Have Cash To Close

· "You Don't Have To
. Let The Bank
Take Your Home"

•

':f'Je Buy Junk Cars

Must Have Fair Credit

Have An Adjustable. Rate?

. - . FREE ,

Roach Problem?

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling Arid Clean-Up

Lie #ER13013733

Adults & Children

·Junk Cars

Cash Flow

Hondas, Chevys, Acuras
Toyotas, Etc. From $500!

FAX YOUR ADS 24n
TO: 813.248.9218

813.675.7040

"We Do Best For Less"

Payment? In F()reclosure?

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext K456

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148

$5001 Pollee Impounds!

_ $0 Down!
=··
Cars From
$29.00/Monthlyl
36 Months @ 8.5% APR
Police Impounds

Lie #007542

(813) 695-2438

.~ate On Your House

· For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

See Our Ad In The
Florida Sentinel.

Call (813) 3.35-1244
Insulation Man Services:

Breaker Panels And
Receotacles
Lights, Outlets
Service Upgrades

www.customcrulsesandtoure.com

LL.

We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

REM Air Conditioning
Service On All
Ma~es & Models
Installation Of
- Replacements On
Central Systems
Financing WAC
Sam~ Day Service

DON'T LET ntOSE
OntER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

~·

LIC# CAC181530

Get Tax Credit
For Insulation
In Your Home
Get $50.00 Off
With This Ad

DON'T LETntOSE
OntER GUYS STEAL
: YOUR HOUSEl

"

The

WNIN.rehabberssuperstore.com

. 813.675.7040
Em ail
dwards@flsentlnel.com

Rehab For Profit

- Build With Equity
- Build A Positive

Rental Business

Call Kenny Rushing
813.615.7040
Up To 3 Months Free
For Qualifying Business
2409-B East Lake Avenue
.864 Square F~et
Available Now
Formerly Used As A
Barber Shop And
B~auty Supply Store ·

Call (813) 238-6353

We_ Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days.
See Ou r · A d ' tn
. Florida Sentinel. ·

.

Injured In An accident?
Lawsuit Pending?
, Need CASH NOW?
We Can Help!!

Call Today
800-390-3657

Miaos Short Hair
Micros Long Hair

$65
. $85

Kinky Twists

$65

Box Plaits
'1/Veaves .

$40

$45

Call For Appointment ·
(813) 567-1429 .
Ms. D's World Of Beauty
3720 Yz Dr. MLK Blvd.
(813) 247-4368
Derrick's Back
Specials:
Tues. & Wed. Only
Waves, Wraps And Sets
Starting @ $25.00

--------------------~------------------------------------------------------------~--------~~
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Botanica 11th Heaven
Readings That Are
Honest And Firm ...
Candles, Oils, Incense
Etc ... Sold Here

Miracle Green Power
Prayer Cloth

Helps All Problems
Removes Bad Luck
Evil, Reunites Lovers

"Let Not Your Heart
Be Troubled."
There Is Nothing To Big
For God.
We Get Success! Join
Thousands Of Others
Already Blessed
Don't Wait Write Today
Send Your $5.00 Donation
And A Self Addressed
Stamped Envelope To:

Lucky Numbers
By Phone
1-888-898-8879

Bishop Jackson
P.O. Box 11451
Tampa, Florida 33680

Sis Harvey (813) 286~7500
Credit Cards Accepted
Physic Reader

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees
If You Receive
Free School Lunch
Food Stamps, Medicaid
Public Housing
SSI, Section 8
(TANF), (LHEAP)
Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road
& Faulkenburg Jail ·
Only $2.25 Per Call

Trash Cleanup
Tree Trimming, Removal,
Or Any Other Hauling
Cheapest Rates

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days
ForYourHouse

Furniture Removal

See Our Ad
Floriaa Sentinel.

In
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No Job Too Big
Or Small Including

OJ

The

0
0

co

v.ww.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 675-7040

(813) 285-4674

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN ACCEPTS VISA,
MASTERCARD,AME~CANEXPRES~ANDDEBIT

CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE ·.
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:EORGE E. HAW

D. Holmes Residential Care, Inc.
813-231-7983 .·

m

r-

BAIL BONDS

:=:":=·=:.,:.::=\

• Adult Care
• Private & Semi-Private Rooms
• Bathing & Personal Care
• Supervision With Medications
• 24 Hour Staff

1

OJ

c

rr- ·

Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092

m
:::!

Polk County ·

'"0

z

328 Dorsett Ave.· (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1-8/7-437-2663

c

OJ

ANN THOMPSON

Thompson's Property
Mgmt Group, LLC
Rent To Own
House, Condo
Or Townhouse
Starting At

$675.00

•COMM E R~C~IA~L~~~~~~~~~~~~~
·ROOFING
·REMODELING
·REPAIR
·HOME
REHABILITATION

Section 8 Welcome

Great Deal On Short Sales !

·PLUMBING
• ADDITIONS
• CONCRETE
SLABS

e/"

r7/'

~re (_.. ~~-<e ~77-:e.re...
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For All Your Construction Needs ...
Call Reeves

. 813~238-6197

Toll Free: (866) 394-8038
Office: (727) 906-9693
Cell: (727) 492-6317
l.ic.;>n:;.~d.

rn·

rr q~,t. . . .\..
'-ro-1• ,7 ..t:J-tt· ....,.,., ,,,,:,,.

E. Dr. MLK Blvd. "Ste. 103 "Tampa, FL 33603 • Email: yoland<:.HI~tpa.@aol.com
(813) 223~151 (ofcl " (813)546-3926 (Cell)
-

~jj~1~1~1::meredToes

T

· tl Diabetic Shoes/Socks/Orthotics
Most lnsuri!lnce Accepted Commitment To Excellence

Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www.AccessFoot Care.com
·

1-866-435-FOOT. (866-435-3668}
" 6101 Webb Road
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• First Time Home Buyers
• Good, Bad Or Not Credit
Debt Consolidation
• Refinancing
No
Application Fee
YOLANDA Y ANTHONY
t:'\ •
·
Ucensed Mortagage Broker
~ FHANA/Conventional Loans

r-

* Suite 309

.
.

G

To Adverti!?e 1·n The Business Directory Call LaVora Or Betty At 813-248-1921.
·
D~ADLINE For Placing Business Directory~_Ads Is FRIDAY AT 3 P.~.
.
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P.L.

VVHIDDEN B'ROWN
Moelons
Probation VIolations

~;::;~eaft••

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
c~·im1n.d D~feu3.e &
Personallnjm-y

Homlcl~'lok-na Crirue
Sex Offen••
Dl.fJJBGI

mt

(8 }3)
'

2 72 - 22

OO

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Aulo Acchlflll~

Motorcycl~Acddents

nn.~ttugAcctdents

• Personal Injury
·Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

Wrongful Death Claim•

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free lnft'ffiJ:,til'\11 Cl'ltccming Qua.li6cati(lns &. E:<q>!!ricnce Avililabk IJJX'fl Rcqtlesl. The Hiri11g Of
An AnonJey Is An JmpNta.ut Oecisit"tl That Slwulci NCtt Be 13ased $C~Iely Ui><-'11 Advertisemcul.'i_ B~ftlfe YL'II
Decide, Ask Us TC' Send Ytll.l Free Wrinen Jn.flmnatimt.
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State & Fed. W. C.
* Certified by Michi9an State University
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!
(Except For Pure Trtle VII Cases)

220 E. Madison Street* Suite 1207, Tampa, Fl33602
Visit Us On~in• At: www.FORDLAW.ORG (fonnot' U.S. Anny JACC Attorney)

nor"'' ba'"' "'""' ade'A!tliSo!I)U..'!.lt~ Cdou~ you de lid~ .ask us 1o

HOVSEPIAN & LOPARDO
ATTORNEYS AT LAW - TAMPA

FELONY * TRAFFIC * DUI * MISDEMEANOR
BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 * VOP $249-$949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
(813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS / VISA I MASTERCARD

Tile hiring of Jlawyer is om important de<ision and shouki not be based
upon adeve rtisem~n ts.. Befcre you decide, ask us tD sent1 you free written
information 3bout our qud!iftcJtion ai'd e:<perience

221-1800

..-\TTOR\EYS & 1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
COL\SELORS Tampa, FL 33602
AT LAW
info@jjhlaw.net

JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS REAL ESTATE MEDIATION
The hiring of a lawyer is .1n important decision and should not be based upon adevertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information a bout our qualification and experience

The law Offices Of

BRYANT A. SCRIVEN, ESQ.
CRIMINAL DEFENSE * TRAFFIC * PERSONAL INJU
ALL FELONIES
ALL MISDEMEANORS
DUI
'VOP'S
DRUG CRIMES

DRIVER'S LICENSE ISSUES
ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES .
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATION

CALL: (813) 454-4189
AVAilABlE 24/7 CONSUlTATION AVAilABlE
1808 N. Morgan Street *Tampa, FL 33602 * (813) 226-8522
Serving Hillsborough, Pasco and Hernando· County

Tiu:hirinQ o f ;) lawyd is .lll impOI'Ian l deciSiOII <tllll sl 101dd 110 1 he 11.\S.:d UJ)OI I ,ldevfftisefl\clliS.
Selore you decide. ;u.k us lo send you free written inform.-uion .1b<M1 I our qua.!ifu·.ation and c)(p('ficnct:
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By
And
Master Level Therapist And
Certified Addiction Professionals.
The Following Groups Are Being Offered:

·Escaping The Familiar
·Women's Groups I Men's Groups
·Unpacking Family Baggage
•Understanding And Managing

Your Teens
·Relationship Issues
•Parenting
·Substance Abuse
Mon. -Thurs. @ 6:30 P.M.
Call 813-695-6684
To Schedule The Assessment ·.
The Group Fee Is $10 Per Session
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Arrested and Concerned
About Yom
Legal Rights'!

...J

w

Call Tanya Dugree

j::

(813) 418-5253

w
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•Criminal law •Probate
•Famllvtaw •Discriminauon
The Miles Plaza
308 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E ··Tampa, FL 33603

C§
ii:

237-2392 Office .· · .236~5717 Fax

0

...J

u.

pter 7 ·

B. E. llciDtosh, LLC
·Enrolled Agent

uidation

Wipe Oilt Bad Debt/

Get Rid Of:
1. Judgments
2• Liens
3.Bills
4. Unsecured Debts
$500.00 Plus Filing Fees & Costs
FREE CONS!JlTATION
Call (813) 223· 1200 Tampa

1727) 209~0814 Clearwater/St.
sho\Ad not be
inf<rnllib:>n

All! RS Matters
·over 20 Years Experience
Do Not Face The IRS AI

L RICKY"
AUTO ACCIDENT
. HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?
CALL RICKY

Or Email: callrickywilliams@gm<lil.com
Available 24 Hrs./Day • fREE Consultation

I AetAs
}'Our Power Oj.4ttorney·
And
Will Negotiate For You To
Stop Liens And Levys

HI3-389-4ZIS
Fax: 813-984-8324
Email:

